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 Nicole E. Grimm* 
-ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS ,IMITING
$ISTRICT #OURTS %QUITABLE $ISCRETION TO 'RANT
0ERMANENT )NJUNCTIONS FOR .%0! 6IOLATIONS
Reviewing for the first time an issue involving GENETICALLY MODIFIED CROPS
THE 3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES IN -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS
RESTRICTED THE ABILITY FOR DISTRICT COURTS TO EXERCISE THEIR EQUITABLE DISCRETION
JURISDICTION TO ISSUE PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS FOR VIOLATIONS UNDER THE .ATIONAL
%NVIRONMENTAL 0OLICY !CT .%0!	 4HE DISTRICT COURT FOUND THAT THE !NIMAL 0LANT
AND (EALTH )NSPECTION 3ERVICE !0()3	 A FEDERAL AGENCY VIOLATED .%0! BY FULLY
DEREGULATING THE USE OF 2OUNDUP 2EADY ALFALFA 22!	 A TYPE OF ALFALFA GENETICALLY
MODIFIED TO TOLERATE 2OUNDUP 2EADY HERBICIDE WITHOUT FIRST PREPARING AN
%NVIRONMENTAL )MPACT 3TATEMENT %)3	 /N REVIEW THE #OURT HELD THAT THE DISTRICT
COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION BY ENJOINING !0()3 FROM PARTIALLY DEREGULATING 22!
AND PROHIBITING MOST FUTURE PLANTING OF 22! UNTIL THE COMPLETION OF AN %)3
(OWEVER THE #OURT ERRED BY APPLYING THE STANDARD FOR IRREPARABLE HARM UNDER THE
FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST FOR ISSUING PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS WITHOUT CONSIDERING
THE PRECAUTIONARY GOALS OF .%0! THE IRREPARABLE NATURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HARMS
AND THE EQUITABLE DISCRETION JURISDICTION OF DISTRICT COURTS &URTHERMORE THE
#OURTS OWN APPLICATION OF THE FOURFACTOR TEST DEMONSTRATES THE UNWORKABLE NATURE
OF THIS RULE 5LTIMATELY THE #OURTS DECISION CONFINES THE EXERCISE OF EQUITABLE
DISCRETION BY DISTRICT COURTS TO ISSUE INJUNCTIONS FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS AND LIMITS THE
REMEDIAL OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLAINTIFFS
Ú  .ICOLE % 'RIMM

 *$ #ANDIDATE  5NIVERSITY OF -ARYLAND &RANCIS +ING #AREY 3CHOOL OF ,AW -3 "IOCHEMISTRY
5NIVERSITY OF #OLORADO "! "IOCHEMISTRY -C$ANIEL #OLLEGE %XECUTIVE 3YMPOSIUM %DITOR *OURNAL OF "USINESS
 4ECHNOLOGY ,AW
 -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS  3 #T  	
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6!
 'EERTSON &ARMS )NC V *OHANNS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
 .$ #AL &EB 
	
 3EE -ONSANTO  3 #T AT  EXPLAINING THAT THE DISTRICT COURTS BROAD INJUNCTION WAS IMPROPER
FOR THE SAME REASONS THE INJUNCTION AGAINST PARTIAL DEREGULATION OF 22! WAS IMPROPER	
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6!
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6"
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6!
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I. The Case 
! &ACTUAL "ACKGROUND
4HE -ONSANTO #OMPANY -ONSANTO	 MANUFACTURES AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
INCLUDING HERBICIDES PESTICIDES AND GENETICALLY MODIFIED '-	 SEEDS )N THE S
-ONSANTO DISCOVERED THE USE OF GLYPHOSATE AS AN HERBICIDE -ONSANTO SOLD THIS
NEW HERBICIDE AS 2OUNDUP AND TODAY GLYPHOSATE IS ONE OF THE MOST WIDELY USED
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS IN HERBICIDES 4HEN IN THE S -ONSANTO DEVELOPED '-
SEEDS AND BEGAN CONDUCTING THE FIRST FIELD TRIALS INVOLVING '- SEEDS IN THE 5NITED
3TATES 4O COMPLIMENT THE SUCCESS OF 2OUNDUP HERBICIDES -ONSANTO INTRODUCED
ITS FIRST '- CROP 2OUNDUP 2EADY SOYBEAN SEEDS FOR COMMERCIAL USE IN 
2OUNDUP 2EADY SEEDS ARE GENETICALLY MODIFIED TO PROVIDE INSEED TOLERANCE TO
GLYPHOSATE
 3EE 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS  &D   TH #IR 	 EXPLAINING THE NATURE OF THE
-ONSANTO #OMPANY	 SEE ALSO (%.29 7 ,!.% %4 !, ).4%2.!4)/.!, -!.!'%-%.4 "%(!6)/2 ,%!$).' 7)4(
! ',/"!,-).$3%4  TH ED 	 DESCRIBING THE POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF GENETICALLY ENGINEERED CROPS SUCH AS
HERBICIDE PEST AND DISEASE RESISTANCE INCREASED NUTRITIONAL CONTENT AND THE ABILITY TO GROW CROPS IN HARSH
ENVIRONMENTS	
4HIS REVOLUTIONARY INSEED TOLERANCE ALLOWS FARMERS TO TREAT '- CROPS
 3EE 2%$ &ACTS 'LYPHOSATE 53 %.6)2/.-%.4!, 02/4%#4)/. !'%.#9 3EPT 	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWEPAGOVOPPSRRD2%$SFACTSHEETSFACTPDF h'LYPHOSATE IS A NONSELECTIVE HERBICIDE REGISTERED
FOR USE ON MANY FOOD AND NONFOOD FIELD CROPS AS WELL AS NONCROP AREAS WHERE TOTAL VEGETATION CONTROL IS
DESIREDv	
 3EE ,!.% %4 !, SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING -ONSANTOS DISCOVERY OF THE GLYPHOSATE HERBICIDE
2OUNDUP AND THE SUCCESS OF THE PRODUCT	
 3EE 2ICK ! 2ELYEA 4HE ,ETHAL )MPACT OF 2OUNDUP ON !QUATIC AND 4ERRESTRIAL !MPHIBIANS 
%#/,/')#!, !00,)#!4)/.3   	 EXPLAINING THAT 2OUNDUP HERBICIDE IS A COMBINATION OF THE ACTIVE
INGREDIENT GLYPHOSATE AND AN INACTIVE INGREDIENT USED AS A SURFACTANT WHICH ALLOWS THE CHEMICAL TO SEEP INTO THE
PLANT	
 3EE 3TEPHEN " 0OWLES  #HRISTOPHER 0RESTON %VOLVED 'LYPHOSATE 2ESISTANCE IN 0LANTS "IOCHEMICAL AND
'ENETIC "ASIS OF 2ESISTANCE  7%%$ 4%#(   	 STATING THAT GLYPHOSATE IS THE DOMINANT HERBICIDE
USED WORLDWIDE	
 3EE 7HO 7E !RE #OMPANY (ISTORY -/.3!.4/ HTTPWWWMONSANTOCOMWHOWEARE0AGES
MONSANTOHISTORYASPX LAST VISITED &EB  	 DESCRIBING THE ORIGINAL FIELD TRIALS THAT THE -ONSANTO
#OMPANY CONDUCTED IN  WITH CROPS PRODUCED THROUGH BIOTECHNOLOGY	
 3EE ID STATING THAT IN  h2OUNDUP 2EADY 3OYBEANS ;WERE= INTRODUCED PROVIDING FARMERS WITH IN
SEED HERBICIDE TOLERANCE TO 2OUNDUP AND OTHER GLYPHOSATEBASED HERBICIDESv	 SEE ALSO 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V
*OHANNS  &D   TH #IR 	 NOTING THAT -ONSANTO BEGAN DEVELOPING 2OUNDUP 2EADY !LFALFA
IN THE S	
 3EE 0AUL # # &ENG ET AL 'LYPHOSATE2ESISTANCE #ROPS $EVELOPING THE .EXT 'ENERATION 0RODUCTS IN
',90(/3!4% 2%3)34!.#% ). #2/03 !.$7%%$3 ()34/29 $%6%,/0-%.4 !.$-!.!'%-%.4  n 6IJAY +
.ANDULA ED 	 PROVIDING AN OVERVIEW OF THE BIOTECHNOLOGY USED TO CONFER GLYPHOSATE RESISTANCE IN PLANTS	
'ENETIC MODIFICATION IS OFTEN INTERCHANGED WITH THE PHRASES hTRANSGENICv AND hGENETIC ENGINEERINGv WHICH ALL
REFER TO THE PROCESS OF TAKING A GENE FROM ONE ORGANISM SUCH AS A BACTERIUM	 AND INSERTING IT INTO ANOTHER
SPECIES SUCH AS A PLANT	 3EE-%22)!-7%"34%23 #/,,%')!4% $)#4)/.!29   TH ED 	 DEFINING
hGENETIC ENGINEERINGv AND hTRANSGENICv	 SEE ALSO 2OBERT ' 0ARKER !LAN # 9ORK  $AVID , *ORDAN #OMPARISON
OF 'LYPHOSATE 0RODUCTS IN 'LYPHOSATE2ESISTANT #OTTON 'OSSYPIUM HIRSUTUM	 AND #ORN :EA MAYS	  7%%$
4%#(   	 EXPLAINING HOW ADVANCES IN BIOTECHNOLOGY ALLOWED SCIENTISTS TO IDENTIFY GENES IN
BACTERIA THAT PRODUCE PROTEINS RESISTANT TO CHEMICALS USED IN HERBICIDES SUCH AS GLYPHOSATE	
.>8DA: %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WITH 2OUNDUP HERBICIDE TO KILL SURROUNDING WEEDS WITHOUT DESTROYING THE CROPS
THEMSELVES
!0()3 HAS THE AUTHORITY TO REGULATE hTHE INTRODUCTION OF ORGANISMS AND
PRODUCTS ALTERED OR PRODUCED THROUGH GENETIC ENGINEERING THAT ARE PLANT PESTS OR ARE
BELIEVED TO BE PLANT PESTSv &OR '- CROP MANUFACTURERS SEEKING DEREGULATED STATUS
OF A '- CROP !0()3 FIRST REQUIRES THE '- CROP MANUFACTURERS TO CONDUCT FIELD
TRIALS TO DETERMINE THE POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THEIR '- SEEDS 5PON
THE COMPLETION OF THE FIELD TRIALS THE '- CROP COMPANY MAY PETITION !0()3 TO
DEREGULATE THE USE OF THE '- CROP AS LONG AS !0()3 DETERMINES THE '- CROP IS NOT
A PLANT PEST
4HE '- CROP AT ISSUE IN -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS WAS 2OUNDUP
2EADY ALFALFA 22!	 )NITIALLY !0()3 CONSIDERED 22! A REGULATED ORGANISM AND
REQUIRED ANYONE INTENDING TO PLANT 22! TO FIRST OBTAIN PERMISSION FROM !0()3
-ONSANTO SEEKING TO ELIMINATE THIS REQUIREMENT PETITIONED !0()3 IN -AY  TO
COMPLETELY DEREGULATE THE USE OF 22! )N  THE 5NITED 3TATES $EPARTMENT OF
!GRICULTURE 53$!	 THROUGH !0()3 APPROVED THE COMPLETE DEREGULATION OF 22!
(OWEVER !0()3S DECISION TO DEREGULATE THE USE OF 22! TRIGGERED THE STATUTORY
PROTECTIONS OF .%0! 5NDER .%0! !0()3 MAY GRANT A PETITION TO DEREGULATE A
'- CROP AFTER EITHER CONDUCTING AN %NVIRONMENTAL )MPACT 3TATEMENT %)3	 OR
PREPARING AN %NVIRONMENTAL !SSESSMENT %!	 AND ISSUING A FINDING OF NO
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT &/.3)	 5NDER .%0! AN AGENCY IS ONLY REQUIRED TO COMPLETE
AN %)3 IF THE AGENCY WILL CONDUCT h;F=EDERAL ACTIONS SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECTING THE QUALITY
OF THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENTv
 3EE 'ERALD - $ILL ET AL 'LYPHOSATE $ISCOVERY $EVELOPMENT !PPLICATIONS AND 0ROPERTIES IN
',90(/3!4% 2%3)34!.#% ). #2/03 !.$ 7%%$3 ()34/29 $%6%,/0-%.4 !.$ -!.!'%-%.4   6IJAY +
.ANDULA ED 	 EXPLAINING THAT GLYPHOSATE HERBICIDES ARE BROADSPECTRUM WEED KILLERS THAT TARGET %030
SYNTHASE AN ENZYME WHICH IS FOUND IN ALL PLANTS AND CRITICAL FOR THEIR SURVIVAL	 'LYPHOSATE HERBICIDES ALSO
DESTROY CROPS THAT ARE NOT GENETICALLY ENGINEERED TO BE RESISTANT TO GLYPHOSATE )D
  #&2 e A		 N 	 3EE ID e  DEFINING PLANT PESTS	
 )D ee C		 C		
 3EE ID e C		 EXPLAINING THAT THE PETITION FOR NONREGULATED STATUS MUST INCLUDE FIELD TEST
RESULTS	 SEE ALSO 4HOMAS 0 2EDICK  ! "RYAN %NDRES ,ITIGATING THE %CONOMIC )MPACTS OF "IOTECH #ROPS  .!4
2%3/52#%3  %.64 3PRING  AT  EXPLAINING HOW A BIOTECH COMPANY CAN DEREGULATE AFTER DEMONSTRATING
TO !0()3 THAT THE NEW CROP IS NOT A PLANT PEST	
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
 .$ #AL &EB 
	
 )D
 )D
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS  &D   TH #IR 	 3EE -ONSANTO #O AND &ORAGE
'ENETICS )NTERNATIONAL !VAILABILITY $ETERMINATION OF .ONREGULATED 3TATUS FOR !LFALFA 'ENETICALLY %NGINEERED FOR
4OLERANCE TO THE (ERBICIDE 'LYPHOSATE  &ED 2EG   *UNE  	 ANNOUNCING NONREGULATED
STATUS FOR TWO LINES OF -ONSANTOS GLYPHOSATERESISTANT ALFALFA	
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
n

  53# e 	#	 	 3EE ALSO  #&2 ee   	 EXPLAINING THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS AND A FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT AND DEFINING BOTH
TERMS	 2EDICK  %NDRES SUPRA NOTE  AT  EXPLAINING HOW THE !0()3 MAY GRANT DEREGULATION AFTER ISSUING A
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT UNDER .%0!	 INFRA 0ART ))! FOR A DISCUSSION OF .%0!
  53# e 	#	
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)N RESPONSE TO -ONSANTOS DEREGULATION PETITION !0()3 COMPLETED A DRAFT %!
AND ACCEPTED PUBLIC COMMENTS !0()3 RECEIVED A TOTAL OF  COMMENTS  OF
WHICH OPPOSED 22! DEREGULATION /RGANIC FARMERS OPPOSED 22! DEREGULATION
SINCE GENE TRANSMISSION BETWEEN 22! SEEDS AND THEIR ORGANIC ALFALFA COULD LIMIT
THEIR ABILITY TO MARKET THEIR CROPS AS ORGANIC 7ITH POLLINATING BEES ABLE TO TRAVEL
UP TO TWO MILES THIS CONCERN OVER GENE TRANSMISSION BETWEEN 22! AND ORGANIC
ALFALFA REMAINS 'ENETIC CONTAMINATION ALSO CAUSED ORGANIC FARMERS TO FEAR
EXCLUSION FROM EXPORT MARKETS SUCH AS *APANS WHICH LIMIT THE LEVEL OF '- ALFALFA
TO ONE PERCENT OF THE TOTAL ALFALFA CROP /THER COMMENTATORS RAISED CONCERNS OVER
THE POTENTIAL FOR AN INCREASE IN GLYPHOSATERESISTANT WEEDS AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE EXPECTED INCREASED HERBICIDE USAGE DUE TO 22!
DEREGULATION
$ESPITE THESE CONCERNS !0()3 ISSUED A &/.3) AND APPROVED 22!
DEREGULATION 4HE &/.3) EXPLAINED THAT THE FULL DEREGULATION OF 22! WOULD ALLOW
FARMERS TO PLANT 22! WITHIN CLOSE PROXIMITY OF ORGANIC ALFALFA )NSTRUMENTAL TO THE
22! DEREGULATION !0()3 PLACED THE BURDEN ON ORGANIC FARMERS TO ENSURE ORGANIC
CROPS WERE NOT CONTAMINATED WITH 22!
" 0ROCEDURAL (ISTORY
)N OPPOSITION TO !0()3S DECISION 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS THE 3IERRA #LUB AND
OTHER FARMERS AND ENVIRONMENTALISTS FILED A LAWSUIT AGAINST -IKE *OHANNS THE
3ECRETARY OF THE 53$! IN THE 5NITED 3TATES $ISTRICT #OURT FOR THE .ORTHERN $ISTRICT
OF #ALIFORNIA 4HE PLAINTIFFS CLAIMED THAT !0()3 VIOLATED .%0! THE %NDANGERED
3PECIES !CT %3!	 AND THE 0LANT 0ROTECTION !CT 00!	 BY NOT PREPARING AN %)3
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
 3EE  #&2 e D		
DESCRIBING THE NOTICE AND COMMENT PROCEDURE	
4HE DISTRICT COURT REVIEWED !0()3S DECISION NOT TO PREPARE AN %)3 UNDER THE
ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS STANDARD AND CONCLUDED THAT THE !0()3 DID NOT GIVE THE
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 

 )D AT 
n
 'ENE TRANSMISSION REFERS TO THE CONTAMINATION OF ORGANIC ALFALFA WITH THE GENE THAT MAKES
2OUNDUP 2EADY ALFALFA RESISTANT TO GLYPHOSATE HERBICIDES )D AT 

 )D AT 

 )D AT 
 
 "UT SEE 2EDICK  %NDRES SUPRA NOTE  AT  h3INCE A SMALL PERCENTAGE OF 53 ALFALFA 
TO  PERCENT WITH A VALUE OF APPROXIMATELY  MILLION	 IS EXPORTED AND MOST OF THAT TO *APAN THE EXPORT
RELATED ASPECTS OF THE UNDERLYING FACTS HAVE BEEN RENDERED LARGELY MOOTv	
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 

 )D
 3EE ID NOTING THAT ONCE DEREGULATED 22! IS NOT LONG SUBJECT TO ISOLATION DISTANCES	
 3EE ID EXPLAINING THAT THE ORGANIC OPERATIONS WOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PREVENTING CROSS
CONTAMINATION	
 4HE 3IERRA #LUB IS A GRASSROOTS ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATION THAT ADVOCATES FOR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY AND
NATURE CONSERVATION7ELCOME TO THE 3IERRA #LUB !BOUT 3)%22! #,5" HTTPWWWSIERRACLUBORGWELCOME LAST
VISITED .OV  	
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 

 )D AT 
 

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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF 22! DEREGULATION THE hHARD LOOKv REQUIRED BY .%0!
-OREOVER THE DISTRICT COURT FOUND THAT THE PLAINTIFFS RAISED hSUBSTANTIAL QUESTIONSv
INDICATING THAT 22! COULD SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACT THE ENVIRONMENT !S A RESULT THE
DISTRICT COURT GRANTED SUMMARY JUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF THE PLAINTIFFS AND REQUIRED
!0()3 TO PREPARE AN %)3
)N THE REMEDIAL PHASE OF THE LAWSUIT THE DISTRICT COURT PERMITTED THE PARTIES TO
SUBMIT PROPOSED FINAL JUDGMENTS !0()3 PROPOSED A PARTIAL DEREGULATION OF 22!
PENDING THE COMPLETION OF THE %)3 4O MAINTAIN THE STATUS QUO WHILE CONSIDERING
THE PROPOSED JUDGMENTS THE DISTRICT COURT ISSUED A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 4HE
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION PROHIBITED ALL FUTURE PLANTING OF 22! AFTER -ARCH  
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF FARMERS WHO PURCHASED 22! RELYING ON !0()3S DEREGULATION
ORDER )N ADDITION THE DISTRICT COURT VACATED !0()3S DEREGULATION DECISION
RETURNING 22! TO A REGULATED ARTICLE !FTER FINDING !0()3S PROPOSAL INADEQUATE
THE COURT PERMANENTLY ENJOINED !0()3 FROM COMPLETELY OR PARTIALLY DEREGULATING
22! UNTIL COMPLETION OF AN %)3 4HE DISTRICT COURTS PERMANENT INJUNCTION ALSO
IMPOSED HANDLING CONDITIONS PROPOSED BY !0()3 ON ANY ALREADYPLANTED 22!
 3EE ID AT 
 EXPLAINING THAT !0()3 CONCLUDED THERE IS NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT OF GENE TRANSMISSION
BETWEEN 22! AND ORGANIC ALFALFA BECAUSE IT IS UP TO THE ORGANIC FARMERS TO PREVENT CROSSCONTAMINATION EVEN
THOUGH !0()3 DID NOT DETERMINE WHETHER FARMERS COULD ACTUALLY PROTECT THEIR CROPS FROM SUCH CONTAMINATION	
 3EE ID h3UBSTANTIAL QUESTIONS ARE RAISED REGARDING 	 THE DEREGULATION OF 2OUNDUP 2EADY ALFALFA
WITHOUT ANY GEOGRAPHIC RESTRICTIONS WILL LEAD TO THE TRANSMISSION OF THE ENGINEERED GENE TO ORGANIC AND
CONVENTIONAL ALFALFA 	 THE POSSIBLE EXTENT OF SUCH TRANSMISSION AND 	 FARMERS ABILITY TO PROTECT THEIR CROPS
FROM ACQUIRING THE GENETICALLY ENGINEERED GENEv	 4HE $ISTRICT COURT ALSO FELT SUBSTANTIAL QUESTIONS WERE RAISED
AS TO WHETHER 22! WOULD LEAD TO GLYPHOSATERESISTANT WEEDS )D
 )D 3EE 'EERTSON &ARMS )NC V *OHANNS .O #   7,  AT 
 .$ #AL -AY 
	 STATING THAT !0()3 INDICATED THAT IT COULD TAKE UP TO TWO YEARS TO COMPLETE AN %)3	 (OWEVER !0()3
ANNOUNCED ON *ANUARY   ITS DECISION TO FULLY DEREGULATE 22! #INDY * 3MITH !DMINISTRATOR !0()3
2ECORD OF $ECISION 'LYPHOSATE n 4OLERANT !LFALFA %VENTS * AND * 2EQUEST FOR .ONREGULATED 3TATUS *AN 
	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWAPHISUSDAGOVBRSAPHISDOCS?P?RODPDF 3EE ALSO $ETERMINATION OF
2EGULATED 3TATUS OF !LFALFA %NGINEERED FOR 4OLERANCE TO THE (ERBICIDE 'LYPHOSATE 2ECORD OF $ECISION  &ED
2EG  &EB  	 ANNOUNCING DEREGULATED STATUS FOR 22!	
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
 .$ #AL &EB 
	
 'EERTSON &ARMS )NC .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
 !0()3S PROPOSED TO ALLOW
FARMERS TO CONTINUE PLANTING 22! WHILE IMPOSING REQUIREMENTS TO MINIMIZE GENE FLOW RISK SUCH AS 	 ISOLATION
DISTANCES BETWEEN 22! AND ORGANIC ALFALFA FIELDS 	 HARVESTING CONDITIONS 	 RECORDKEEPING OF ALL ORGANIC
ALFALFA BEING GROWN NEAR 22! FIELDS AND 	 CLEANING PROCEDURES FOR HARVESTING EQUIPMENT )D 4HE GOAL OF THIS
PROPOSAL WAS TO ALLOW THE CONTINUED EXPANSION OF THE 22! MARKET AS OPPOSED TO MAINTAINING THE STATUS QUO )D
 'EERTSON &ARMS )NC V *OHANNS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
 .$ #AL -AR 
	
 )D
 )D AT 

 'EERTSON &ARMS )NC .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
n
 4HE DISTRICT COURTS FINAL
JUDGMENT STATED h4HE FEDERAL DEFENDANTS *UNE   $ETERMINATION OF .ONREGULATED 3TATUS FOR ;22!= IS
6!#!4%$ "EFORE GRANTING -ONSANTOS DEREGULATION PETITION EVEN IN PART THE FEDERAL DEFENDANTS SHALL PREPARE
AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT    v 'EERTSON &ARMS )NC V *OHANNS .O #  #2" .$ #AL
-AY  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPIPCMWISCEDU0ORTALS"LOG&ILES22!SUMMARYPDF
 'EERTSON &ARMS )NC .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
 !0()3 PROPOSED HANDLING
CONDITIONS TO REDUCE GENE TRANSFER )D 3EE SUPRA NOTE 
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-ONSANTO APPEALED THE SCOPE OF THE INJUNCTION TO THE #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE
.INTH #IRCUIT -ONSANTO CLAIMED THAT THE PERMANENT INJUNCTION WAS OVERLY
BROAD BECAUSE THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED BY PRESUMING IRREPARABLE HARM WITHOUT FIRST
APPLYING THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST FOR ISSUING PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS
(OWEVER THE .INTH #IRCUIT HELD THAT THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY APPLIED THE FOUR
FACTOR BALANCING TEST AND THUS DID NOT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION IN ISSUING THE
INJUNCTION 4HE .INTH #IRCUITS OPINION NOTED THAT THE DISTRICT COURT EXPRESSLY
RECOGNIZED THAT INJUNCTIONS DO NO AUTOMATICALLY ISSUE FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS
&OLLOWING THE .INTH #IRCUITS OPINION IN 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS THE
3UPREME #OURT DECIDED 7INTER V .ATURAL 2ESOURCE $EFENSE #OUNCIL )NC )N
7INTER THE #OURT HELD THAT THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED BY ISSUING A PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION TO HALT A .AVY SONAR TRAINING EXERCISE BECAUSE THE DISTRICT COURT
IMPROPERLY APPLIED THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIONS 4HE
PLAINTIFFS CLAIMED THAT THE .AVYS SONAR TRAINING PROGRAM INJURED MARINE MAMMALS
AND THE .AVY VIOLATED .%0! BY NOT PREPARING AN %)3 BEFORE INITIATING THE TRAINING
PROGRAM /N APPEAL THE .INTH #IRCUIT AGREED FINDING THAT THE PLAINTIFFS
ESTABLISHED A hPOSSIBILITYv OF IRREPARABLE HARM WARRANTING A PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION 4HE .AVY APPEALED CLAIMING THE LOWER COURTS ERRED BY ALLOWING AN
INJUNCTION TO ISSUE BASED ON THE POSSIBILITY OF IRREPARABLE HARM 4HE #OURT AGREED
HOLDING h;O=UR FREQUENTLY REITERATED STANDARD REQUIRES PLAINTIFFS SEEKING PRELIMINARY
RELIEF TO DEMONSTRATE THAT IRREPARABLE INJURY IS LIKELY IN THE ABSENCE OF AN
INJUNCTIONv
)N LIGHT OF THE #OURTS DECISION IN7INTER THE DEFENDANTS IN 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS
REQUESTED A REHEARING FROM THE .INTH #IRCUIT 4HE .INTH #IRCUIT DENIED THE
REQUEST AND ISSUED AN AMENDED OPINION AFFIRMING ITS PREVIOUS HOLDING AND
INCORPORATING A VERY BRIEF ANALYSIS OF7INTER
4HE 3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES GRANTED CERTIORARI TO REVIEW THE SCOPE OF
THE DISTRICT COURTS INJUNCTION AND IN DOING SO ESTABLISHED A NEW TEST FOR ISSUING
PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS  &D   TH #IR 	 -ONSANTO INTERVENED ON THE
GOVERNMENTS SIDE ALONG WITH THE COMPANYS LICENSEE &ORAGE 'ENETICS )NC )D 4HE DEFENDANTS DID NOT DISPUTE
THE .%0! VIOLATION )D
 )D
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
  53  	
 3EE ID AT n EXPLAINING THAT THE DISTRICT COURT DID NOT SERIOUSLY CONSIDER EACH FACTOR	
 )D AT  n
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT  EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	
 3EE 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS  &D   TH #IR 	 AMENDING AND SUPERSEDING
 &D  TH #IR 	
 3EE ID AT  
 -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS  3 #T   	
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II. Legal Background 
4HE 3UPREME #OURTS DECISION IN -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS MARKED THE
FIRST TIME THE 3UPREME #OURT HEARD A CASE FOCUSING ON '- CROPS )N -ONSANTO
THE PRIMARY ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTE AT ISSUE WAS .%0! 0ARTIES INJURED UNDER
ENVIRONMENTAL LAWSUITS SEEK INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AS AN EQUITABLE REMEDY AND DISTRICT
COURTS PREVIOUSLY HAD BROAD DISCRETION IN FASHIONING EQUITABLE REMEDIES
(OWEVER IN 4ENNESSEE 6ALLEY !UTHORITY V (ILL THE 3UPREME #OURT HELD THAT THE
UNDERLYING ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTE MAY LIMIT THE DISTRICT COURTS DISCRETION TO CREATE
AN EQUITABLE REMEDY BY REQUIRING THE DISTRICT COURT TO GRANT AN INJUNCTION TO PREVENT
ENVIRONMENTAL HARM .%0! UNLIKE OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES SEEKS TO PROTECT
THE ENVIRONMENT THROUGH PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS $ISTRICT COURTS IN THE .INTH
#IRCUIT PREVIOUSLY CONSIDERED INJUNCTIONS AS THE ONLY PROPER REMEDY TO A .%0!
PROCEDURAL VIOLATION
)N  THE 3UPREME #OURT IN7INTER V .ATIONAL 2ESOURCE $EFENSE #OUNCIL )NC
HELD WITHIN THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST PLAINTIFFS MUST DEMONSTRATE IRREPARABLE
HARM IS LIKELY WITHOUT A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS 4HE #OURT IN
7INTER NOTED THE TEST FOR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION IS ESSENTIALLY THE SAME AS A
PERMANENT INJUNCTION EXCEPT THAT A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION REQUIRES THE PLAINTIFF TO
DEMONSTRATE A LIKELIHOOD OF IRREPARABLE HARM INSTEAD OF ACTUAL IRREPARABLE HARM
2ECENTLY THE #OURT IN-ONSANTO EXTENDED THIS REASONING TO HOLD THAT DISTRICT COURTS
MUST APPLY THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST IN GRANTING PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS FOR
.%0! VIOLATIONS
! .ATIONAL %NVIRONMENTAL 0OLICY !CT .%0!	
.%0! WAS SIGNED INTO LAW ON *ANUARY   .%0! WAS ENACTED FOR THE DUAL
RATIONALES OF REQUIRING FEDERAL AGENCIES TO EVALUATE THE SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES OF THEIR PROJECTS AND ALLOWING THE PUBLIC TO PROVIDE INPUT ON THESE
PROPOSED PROJECTS
 3EE 'ABRIEL .ELSON 3UPREME #OURT TO 4AKE &IRST ,OOK AT '- #ROPS IN #ASE 7ITH .%0! )MPLICATIONS
'2%%.7)2% !PR  	 HTTPWWWEENEWSNETPUBLIC'REENWIRE h4HE DEVELOPMENT OF
GENETICALLY MODIFIED CROPS HAS INTRODUCED A VARIETY OF NOVEL LEGAL QUESTIONS BUT THE 3UPREME #OURT HAS NEVER
BEFORE AGREED TO CONSIDER THE ISSUES RAISED BY THE TECHNOLOGYv	
3ECTION  OF .%0! EXPLAINS A NATIONAL COMMITMENT TO
 -ONSANTO  3 #T AT 
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))"
  53  	
 )D AT 
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))! 4HE %NDANGERED 3PECIES !CT UNLIKE .%0! MANDATES SUBSTANTIVE RESULTS 3EE INFRA
NOTES n
 3EE INFRA NOTE 
 7INTER V .ATURAL 2ES $EF #OUNCIL )NC  53   	
 )D CITING !MOCO 0ROD #O V 6ILL OF 'AMBELL  53  n N 		
 -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS  3 #T   	
  53# ee n 	
 )D 3EE GENERALLY 0ACIFIC ,EGAL &OUNDATION V !NDRUS  &D  n TH #IR 	 DESCRIBING
THE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF .%0!	 SEE ALSO (OWARD 'ENESLAW #LEANUP OF .ATIONAL 0RIORITIES ,IST 3ITES &UNCTIONAL
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PROTECTING AND PRESERVING THE QUALITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND MAKES THE &EDERAL
'OVERNMENT RESPONSIBLE FOR FURTHERING SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES
4O DECLARE A NATIONAL POLICY WHICH WILL ENCOURAGE PRODUCTIVE AND ENJOYABLE
HARMONY BETWEEN MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT TO PROMOTE EFFORTS WHICH WILL
PREVENT OR ELIMINATE DAMAGE TO THE ENVIRONMENT AND BIOSPHERE AND
STIMULATE THE HEALTH AND WELFARE OF MAN TO ENRICH THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND NATURAL RESOURCES IMPORTANT TO THE .ATION    
4HE
PURPOSE OF .%0! IS

&URTHERMORE SECTION  OF .%0! IS ONE OF THE hACTIONFORCINGv PROVISIONS
DIRECTED AT ALL FEDERAL AGENCIES hTO ASSURE CONSIDERATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
OF THEIR ACTIONS IN DECISIONMAKINGv 4HIS hACTIONFORCINGv STATUTORY REQUIREMENT
ENSURES THAT AGENCIES CONSIDER DETAILED INFORMATION REGARDING ANY SIGNIFICANT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND DO NOT OVERLOOK NEGATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS WHILE
PROVIDING THE PUBLIC THE INFORMATION NEEDED TO AID IN REACHING OR IMPLEMENTING A
DECISION
)N ANY LAWSUIT ARISING UNDER .%0! THE THRESHOLD QUESTION IS WHETHER THE
PROPOSED ACTION WILL HAVE A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND THUS REQUIRES
AN %)3 !N %)3 IS REQUIRED WHEN hSUBSTANTIAL QUESTIONS ARE RAISED AS TO WHETHER A
PROJECT MAY CAUSE SIGNIFICANT DEGRADATION OF SOME HUMAN ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORv
!N %)3 MUST ADDRESS ANY MITIGATING STEPS THAT WILL REDUCE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS AS A RESULT OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT 7ITHOUT ADDRESSING MITIGATING
MEASURES THE AGENCY AND MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC CANNOT ADEQUATELY DETERMINE THE
SEVERITY OF THE IMPACT OF THE PROJECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT 5LTIMATELY THE %)3
ANALYSIS ENSURES THE AGENCY TAKES A hHARD LOOKv AND WEIGHS THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF
THE PROPOSED PROJECT
%QUIVALENCE AND THE .%0! %NVIRONMENTAL )MPACT 3TATEMENTS  * ,!.$ 53%  %.64, ,   	
EXPLAINING THE TWO MAIN PURPOSES OF .%0!	
 3EE 2OBERTSON V -ETHOW 6ALLEY #ITIZENS #OUNCIL  53   	 h3ECTION  OF .%0!
DECLARES A BROAD NATIONAL COMMITMENT TO PROTECTING AND PROMOTING ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITYv	 +LEPPE V 3IERRA
#LUB  53   	 h.%0! ANNOUNCED A NATIONAL POLICY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND PLACED A
RESPONSIBILITY UPON THE &EDERAL 'OVERNMENT TO FURTHER SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL GOALS BY ;@=ALL PRACTICABLE MEANS
CONSISTENT WITH OTHER ESSENTIAL CONSIDERATIONS OF NATIONAL POLICY;=v	
  53# e  	
 +LEPPE  53 AT  QUOTING #ONFERENCE 2EPORT ON .%0!  #/.' 2%#  		
 2OBERTSON  53 AT 
 3EE  53# e 	#	 EXPLAINING THE CONDITIONS WHICH REQUIRE PREPARATION OF AN %NVIRONMENTAL
)MPACT 3TATEMENT	
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
 .$ #AL &EB 
	 QUOTING )DAHO 3PORTING #ONG V 4HOMAS  &D   TH #IR 		 EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	
 3EE 2OBERTSON  53 AT  EXPLAINING .%0!S REQUIREMENT THAT AN %)3 CONTAIN MITIGATING
MEASURES	
 3EE ID AT  h7ITHOUT SUCH A DISCUSSION NEITHER THE AGENCY NOR OTHER INTERESTED GROUP AND
INDIVIDUALS CAN PROPERLY EVALUATE THE SEVERITY OF THE ADVERSE EFFECTSv	
 )D
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)F AN AGENCY DECIDES NOT TO PREPARE AN %)3 THE AGENCY MUST INSTEAD PREPARE AN
%! !N %! IS A PUBLIC DOCUMENT WHICH DISCUSSES THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND
ALTERNATIVES OF A PROPOSED PROJECT 4HE %! ALSO DETERMINES WHETHER AN AGENCY
MUST PREPARE AN %)3 OR A FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT &/.3)	 EXPLAINING WHY
THE PROJECT WOULD NOT HAVE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT
!LTHOUGH .%0! PURPORTS TO DEFINE GOALS FOR THE NATION AND IMPOSES PROCEDURAL
REQUIREMENTS .%0! DOES NOT MANDATE SUBSTANTIVE RESULTS &OR EXAMPLE IN
2OBERTSON V -ETHOW 6ALLEY #ITIZENS #OUNCIL THE #OURT FOUND THAT THE &OREST
3ERVICE WOULD NOT VIOLATE .%0! IF AFTER TAKING THE PROPER PROCEDURAL STEPS IT FOUND
THAT THE POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL COST OF LOSING UP TO  OF THE MULE DEER HERD IN
A NATIONAL FOREST OUTWEIGHED THE BENEFITS OF ALLOWING DOWNHILL SKIING AT A RESORT
ADJACENT TO THE AREA 4HUS .%0! DOES NOT RESTRICT AN AGENCY IN LIGHT OF AN
INFORMED DECISION FROM PROCEEDING WITH AN ACTIVITY THAT MAY ADVERSELY AFFECT THE
ENVIRONMENT
" $ISTRICT #OURTS $ISCRETION TO 2EMEDY %NVIRONMENTAL )NJURIES WITH )NJUNCTIONS
$ISTRICT COURTS DISCRETION TO GRANT EQUITABLE RELIEF TRACES BACK TO %NGLAND WHERE
SEPARATE COURTS EXISTED FOR LAW AND EQUITY 4HE #OURT HAS LONG RECOGNIZED THE
JURISDICTION OF FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS TO APPLY SOUND DISCRETION WHEN FASHIONING
EQUITABLE REMEDIES
)N  THE 3UPREME #OURT ADDRESSED THE DISTRICT COURTS DISCRETIONARY POWER TO
GRANT OR WITHHOLD RELIEF IN (ECHT #O V "OWLES
 3EE "LUE -OUNTAINS "IODIVERSITY 0ROJECT V "LACKWOOD  &D   TH #IR 	 EXPLAINING
HOW AN AGENCY MAY PREPARE AN %! AS A PRELIMINARY STEP BEFORE PREPARING AN %)3	
)N (ECHT THE #OURT SIDED WITH THE
DISTRICT COURT AND REVERSED THE COURT OF APPEALS JUDGMENT ENJOINING 4HE (ECHT
#OMPANY DEPARTMENT STORE FROM FUTURE SALES AFTER 4HE (ECHT #OMPANY
INVOLUNTARILY VIOLATED THE MAXIMUM PRICE PROVISIONS AND RECORD KEEPING
  #&2 e A	 	
 )D e A		 3EE "LUE -OUNTAINS "IODIVERSITY 0ROJECT  &D AT  h4HE STATEMENT OF REASONS
IS CRUCIAL TO DETERMINING WHETHER THE AGENCY TOOK A hHARD LOOKv AT THE POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF A
PROJECTv QUOTING 3AVE THE 9AAK #OMMITTEE V "LOCK  &D   TH #IR 			 3EE EG 'EERTSON
3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
 .$ #AL &EB  	 DEFINING A
&/.3) AS A FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT AFTER CONDUCTING AN %!	
 3EE 2OBERTSON V -ETHOW 6ALLEY #ITIZENS #OUNCIL  53   	 EXPLAINING HOW h.%0!
ITSELF DOES NOT MANDATE PARTICULAR RESULTS BUT SIMPLY PRESCRIBES THE NECESSARY PROCESSv	 6ERMONT 9ANKEE
.UCLEAR 0OWER #ORP V .ATIONAL 2ESOURCES $EFENSE #OUNCIL )NC  53   	 NOTING THAT .%0!
DOES NOT PROPOSE SPECIFIC SUBSTANTIVE NATIONAL GOALS	
  53  	
 )D AT 
 )D h/THER STATUTES MAY IMPOSE SUBSTANTIVE ENVIRONMENTAL OBLIGATIONS ON FEDERAL AGENCIES BUT .%0!
MERELY PROHIBITS UNINFORMEDnRATHER THAN UNWISEnAGENCY ACTIONv	
 3EE (ECHT #O V "OWLES  53   	 RECOGNIZING THAT THE JUDICIAL EQUITABLE PRACTICE
DATES BACK HUNDREDS OF YEARS AND WAS INTENDED TO hDETER NOT TO PUNISHv	
 3EE ID h!N APPEAL TO THE EQUITY JURISDICTION CONFERRED ON FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS IS AN APPEAL TO THE
SOUND DISCRETION WHICH GUIDES THE DETERMINATIONS OF COURTS OF EQUITYv QUOTING -EREDITH V #ITY OF 7INTER
(AVEN  53   			
  53  	
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REQUIREMENTS OF THE %MERGENCY 0RICE #ONTROL !CT 4HE DISTRICT COURT DETERMINED
THAT AN INJUNCTION WOULD NOT ENSURE BETTER COMPLIANCE IN THE FUTURE AND WOULD BE
AGAINST THE PETITIONERS AND PUBLICS INTEREST 4HE #OURT FOUND THE LANGUAGE OF THE
STATUTE DID NOT REQUIRE MANDATORY INJUNCTIONS UPON A STATUTORY VIOLATION AND
AFFIRMED THE DISTRICT COURTS FINDINGS
4HE #OURTS DECISION IN (ECHT IS IMPORTANT FOR TWO REASONS &IRST (ECHT STANDS
FOR THE PROPOSITION THAT h@;F=LEXIBILITY AND @PRACTICALITY ARE THE TOUCHSTONES OF THESE
REMEDIAL DETERMINATES AS @THE PUBLIC INTEREST @PRIVATE NEEDS AND @COMPETING
PRIVATE CLAIMS MUST ALL BE WEIGHED AND RECONCILED AGAINST THE BACKGROUND OF THE
COURTS OWN LIMITATIONS AND ITS PARTICULAR FAMILIARITY WITH THE CASEv 3ECOND THE
#OURT RECOGNIZED THAT STATUTES MAY LIMIT THE DISTRICT COURTS EXERCISE OF DISCRETION IN
CRAFTING EQUITABLE REMEDIES 4HUS IF A STATUTE DOES NOT SPECIFY A REMEDY THE
DISTRICT COURT HAS BROAD DISCRETION TO ISSUE A REMEDY CONSISTENT WITH THE STATUTE
&OR EXAMPLE IN7EINBERGER V 2OMERO"ARCELO THE #OURT DETERMINED THAT BECAUSE
AN ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTE LISTED SEVERAL REMEDIES FOR STATUTORY VIOLATIONS INCLUDING
AN INJUNCTION THE DISTRICT COURT RETAINED DISCRETIONARY POWERS TO ISSUE A REMEDY
CONSISTENT WITH THE STATUTE
/N THE OTHER HAND IF A STATUTE LIMITS THE REMEDY FOR A SPECIFIC ACTION TO AN
INJUNCTION THE DISTRICT COURT HAS A DUTY TO ISSUE AN INJUNCTION &OR EXAMPLE MORE
THAN THIRTY YEARS AFTER (ECHT THE #OURT IN 4ENNESSEE 6ALLEY !UTHORITY V (ILL HELD
THAT THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED BY NOT PERMANENTLY ENJOINING THE CONSTRUCTION OF A DAM
AS REQUIRED UNDER THE %NDANGERED 3PECIES !CT %3!	 TO PROTECT THE CRITICAL HABITAT
OF AN ENDANGERED SPECIES OF FISH 4HE DISTRICT COURT APPLIED THE TRADITIONAL BALANCE
OF HARMS TEST AND DECLINED TO ENJOIN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE DAM BECAUSE THE DAM
WAS NEAR COMPLETION AND OVER  MILLION IN DAMCONSTRUCTION FUNDS WOULD HAVE
BEEN LOST 4HE DISTRICT COURT DECIDED AGAINST THE INJUNCTION EVEN THOUGH THE
COMPLETION OF THE DAM WOULD ELIMINATE AN ENTIRE SPECIES OF ENDANGERED FISH
 )D AT   
 )D AT 
 3EE ID AT  h;7=E RESOLVE THE AMBIGUITIES OF e A	 IN FAVOR OF THAT INTERPRETATION WHICH AFFORDS A
FULL OPPORTUNITY FOR EQUITY COURTS TO TREAT ENFORCEMENT PROCEEDINGS    IN ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR TRADITIONAL
PRACTICES AS CONDITIONED BY THE NECESSITIES OF THE PUBLIC INTEREST WHICH #ONGRESS HAS SOUGHT TO PROTECTv	
 -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS  3 #T   	 3TEVENS * DISSENTING	 QUOTING
(ECHT #O V "OWLES  53  n	
 3EE 53 V /AKLAND #ANNABIS "UYERSg #OOP  53   	 h#OURTS OF EQUITY CANNOT IN
THEIR DISTRACTION REJECT THE BALANCE THAT #ONGRESS HAS STRUCK IN A STATUEv	 SEE ALSO :YGMUNT * 0 0LATER
3TATUTORY 6IOLATIONS AND %QUITABLE $ISCRETION  #!, , 2%6  n 	 ANALYZING WHETHER THE
LANGUAGE OF THE STATUTE IN(ECHT REQUIRED THE DISTRICT COURT TO GRANT AN INJUNCTION	
 3EE 0LATER SUPRA NOTE  AT  DESCRIBING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EQUITY AND STATUTES	
  53  	
 7EINBERGER V 2OMERO"ARCELO  53   	
 3EE EG 4ENN 6ALLEY !UTH V (ILL  53   	 REQUIRING COURTS TO PROTECT ENDANGERED
SPECIES hWHATEVER THE COSTv	
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(OWEVER THE #OURT RECOGNIZED THE IMPORTANCE OF GRANTING AN INJUNCTION TO REMAIN
CONSISTENT WITH THE STATUTORY LANGUAGE AND LEGISLATIVE INTENT OF THE %3! WHICH
REQUIRES ENDANGERED SPECIES BE PROTECTED AT ALL COSTS
%NVIRONMENTAL INJURIES ARE UNIQUE SINCE AN INJUNCTION MAY BE THE ONLY REMEDY
AVAILABLE !S THE #OURT STATED IN !MOCO 0RODUCTION #O V 6ILLAGE OF 'AMBELL
h;E=NVIRONMENTAL INJURY BY ITS NATURE CAN SELDOM BE ADEQUATELY REMEDIED BY
MONEY DAMAGES AND IS OFTEN PERMANENT OR AT LEAST OF LONG DURATION IE IRREPARABLE
)F SUCH INJURY IS SUFFICIENTLY LIKELY THEREFORE THE BALANCE OF HARMS WILL USUALLY FAVOR
THE ISSUANCE OF AN INJUNCTION TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENTv (OWEVER A
PRESUMPTION OF IRREPARABLE HARM IS NOT NECESSARY TO PROTECT ALL ENVIRONMENTAL
INTERESTS
# 3TANDARDS FOR )NJUNCTIVE 2ELIEF FOR .%0! 6IOLATIONS
7HILE DISTRICT COURTS STILL RETAIN THE JURISDICTION TO GRANT EQUITABLE
REMEDIES THE SUBSTANTIVE REQUIREMENTS OF MANY ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES ULTIMATELY
CONTROL THE DISTRICT COURTS DISCRETION TO BALANCE THE HARMS WHEN GRANTING
INJUNCTIONS
$ETERMINING HOW TO FASHION A REMEDY CONSISTENT WITH THE STATUTORY LANGUAGE OF
.%0! WENT UNANSWERED BY THE #OURT UNTIL 7INTER IN  0RIOR TO 7INTER
DISTRICT COURTS REMEDYING ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTORY VIOLATIONS HAD CONSTRUCTED A
FRAMEWORK THAT TOOK INTO CONSIDERATION SPECIFIC SUBSTANTIVE REQUIREMENTS AND
REMEDIES OF ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES .%0! UNLIKE OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES
DESCRIBES POLICY GOALS OF NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION THROUGH PROCEDURAL
REQUIREMENTS BUT DOES NOT MANDATE SPECIFIC REMEDIES FOR STATUTORY VIOLATIONS
$ISTRICT COURTS IN THE .INTH #IRCUIT ROUTINELY CONCLUDED THAT THE ONLY LOGICAL
REMEDY FOR A .%0! VIOLATION WHICH IS A PURELY PROCEDURAL VIOLATION WAS AN
INJUNCTION
 )D AT 
!S A RESULT COURTS REASONED THAT A .%0! VIOLATION REQUIRED A RELAXED
  53  	
 )D AT 
 3EE ID AT n PROPOSING THAT A PRESUMPTION OF IRREPARABLE HARM IS UNNECESSARY TO FULLY PROTECT THE
ENVIRONMENT AND IS AGAINST TRADITIONAL PRINCIPLES OF EQUITY OF BALANCING THE HARMS	
 3EE $ANIEL -ACH #OMMENT 2ULES 7ITHOUT 2EASONS 4HE $IMINISHING 2OLE OF 3TATUTORY 0OLICY AND
%QUITABLE $ISCRETION IN THE ,AW OF .%0! 2EMEDIES  (!26!2$ %.64, , 2%6    	 NOTING THAT
BEFORE 7INTER AND -ONSANTO IT WAS DEBATABLE WHETHER .%0! LIMITED DISTRICT COURTS DISCRETION BY REQUIRING AN
INJUNCTION FOR A VIOLATION	
 3EE !MOCO 0ROD #O V 6ILL OF 'AMBELL  53   	 INVOLVING THE !LASKA .ATIONAL
)NTEREST ,ANDS #ONSERVATION !CT	 7EINBERGER V 2OMERO"ARCELO  53   	 INVOLVING THE
&EDERAL 7ATER 0OLLUTION #ONTROL !CT	 4ENN 6ALLEY !UTH V (ILL  53   	 INVOLVING THE
%NDANGERED 3PECIES !CT	
 3EE 2OBERTSON V -ETHOW 6ALLEY #OUNCIL  53   	 NOTING THAT .%0! DOES NOT
REQUIRE SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES RATHER IT DESCRIBES THE PROCEDURE	 "ALTIMORE 'AS  %LECTRIC #O V
.ATURAL 2ES $EF #OUNCIL )NC  53   	 h.%0! DOES NOT REQUIRE AGENCIES TO ADOPT ANY
PARTICULAR INTERNAL DECISIONMAKING STRUCTUREv	
 3EE %NVTL 0ROT )NFO #TR V "LACKWELL  & 3UPP D   .$ #AL 	 EXPLAINING THAT
BARRING UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES hINJUNCTIVE RELIEF TYPICALLY FOLLOWS FROM A FINDING OF A VIOLATION OF .%0!v	
3IERRA #LUB V 53 &ISH  7ILDLIFE 3ERV  & 3UPP D   $ /R 	 NOTING THAT INJUNCTIONS ARE
THE COMMON REMEDY IN THE .INTH #IRCUIT FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS IN THE ABSENCE OF RARE OR UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES	
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SHOWING OF IRREPARABLE HARM TO GRANT AN INJUNCTION 4HIS RATIONALE LIMITED THE
DISCRETION OF DISTRICT COURTS WHEN REMEDYING .%0! VIOLATIONS BY TIPPING THE
BALANCE IN FAVOR OF INJUNCTIONS (OWEVER AS THE .INTH #IRCUIT RECOGNIZED BEFORE
THE #OURTS DECISION IN 7INTER AN INJUNCTION IS NOT AN AUTOMATIC REMEDY FOR A
.%0! VIOLATION
)N  THE #OURT IN 7INTER CLARIFIED THAT DISTRICT COURTS MUST APPLY THE FOUR
FACTOR BALANCING TEST WHEN DETERMINING WHETHER TO ISSUE A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
FOR A .%0! VIOLATION &OR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION A PLAINTIFF MUST DEMONSTRATE
	 SUCCESS ON THE MERITS IS LIKELY 	 IRREPARABLE HARM IS LIKELY 	 A BALANCED
CONSIDERATION OF HARDSHIPS FAVORS A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AND 	 A PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST 4HE #OURT FURTHER NOTED THAT IRREPARABLE HARM
REQUIRES THE PLAINTIFF TO DEMONSTRATE A hLIKELIHOOD OF IRREPARABLE INJURYnNOT JUST A
POSSIBILITYv
4HE #OURT IN 7INTER ALSO CONCLUDED THAT THE STANDARD FOR PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTIONS IS ESSENTIALLY THE SAME AS FOR PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS !CCORDING TO THE
#OURT IN E"AY )NC V -ERC%XCHANGE ,,# IN ORDER FOR A DISTRICT COURT TO GRANT A
PERMANENT INJUNCTION TO REMEDY A .%0! VIOLATION A PLAINTIFF MUST DEMONSTRATE
THAT 	 HE HAS SUFFERED AN IRREPARABLE HARM 	 THE REMEDIES AVAILABLE AT LAW WILL NOT
COMPENSATE THE INJURY 	 A BALANCED CONSIDERATION OF HARDSHIPS FAVORS AN EQUITABLE
REMEDY AND 	 A PERMANENT INJUNCTION WOULD NOT BE AGAINST PUBLIC INTEREST
-OREOVER THE PUBLIC INTEREST FACTOR REQUIRES THAT COURTS ACTING IN EQUITY PAY CLOSE
ATTENTION TO THE PUBLIC CONSEQUENCES OF ISSUING A PERMANENT INJUNCTION
#OLORADO 2IVER )NDIAN 4RIBES V -ARSH  & 3UPP   #$ #AL 	 h/NCE A SUBSTANTIAL .%0!
VIOLATION HAS BEEN SHOWN AN INJUNCTION SHOULD ISSUE WITHOUT DETAILED CONSIDERATION OF TRADITIONAL EQUITY
PRINCIPLES BECAUSE THE INJUNCTION IN AID OF .%0! ENFORCEMENT IS THE EXECUTION OF A CONGRESSIONAL POLICY
MANDATEv	
 3EE 3IERRA .EVADA &OREST 0ROT #AMPAIGN V 7EINGARDT  & 3UPP D   %$ #AL 	
EXPLAINING THAT hA .%0! VIOLATION SUPPORTS A FINDING OF IRREPARABLE HARM GIVEN THE RISK TO THE ENVIRONMENT
FROM UNINFORMED DECISIONMAKINGv	 "ORDER 0OWER 0LANT 7ORKING 'RP V $EPT OF %NERGY .O #6
)%' 0/2	  7,  AT 
 3$ #AL *UNE  	 h4HE PREMISE FOR RELAXING THE EQUITABLE TESTS IN
.%0! CASES IS THAT IRREPARABLE DAMAGE MAY BE IMPLIED FROM THE FAILURE OF RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITIES TO EVALUATE
THOROUGHLY THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF A PROPOSED FEDERAL ACTIONv QUOTING !MERICAN -OTORCYCLIST !SSN V
7ATT  &D   TH #IR 			 SEE ALSO 7ILLIAM 3 %UBANKS )) $AMAGE $ONE 4HE 3TATUS OF .%0!
AFTER 7INTER V .2$# AND !NSWERS TO ,INGERING 1UESTIONS ,EFT /PEN BY THE #OURT  64 , 2%6   	
DISCUSSING HOW THE .INTH #IRCUIT THE &IRST #IRCUIT AND THE $# #IRCUIT ALL ADOPTED A RELAXED STANDARD OF
IRREPARABLE HARM FOR GRANTING INJUNCTIONS FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS	
 3EE %UBANKS SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING HOW DISTRICT COURT JUDGES FELT LESS DISCRETION IN BALANCING
THE EQUITIES OF .%0! VIOLATIONS THAN WITH OTHER STATUTES CONTAINING SUBSTANTIVE REQUIREMENTS	
 3EE .ORTHERN #HEYENNE 4RIBE V .ORTON  &D   TH #IR 	 h7E ARE BOUND BY
PRECEDENT TO HOLD THAT A .%0! VIOLATION IS SUBJECT TO TRADITIONAL STANDARDS IN EQUITY FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND
DOES NOT REQUIRE AN AUTOMATIC BLANKET INJUNCTION AGAINST ALL DEVELOPMENTv	
 7INTER V .ATURAL 2ES $EF #OUNCIL )NC  53   	
 )D
 )D AT 
 3EE INFRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
  53  	
 )D AT 
 7EINBERGER V 2OMERO"ARCELO  53 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$ISTRICT COURTS CANNOT SIDESTEP THIS FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST BY CATEGORICALLY
ISSUING PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS &OR EXAMPLE THE #OURT IN E"AY HELD THAT THE
DISTRICT COURT AND COURT OF APPEALS ERRED BY CATEGORICALLY GRANTING OR DENYING
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF IN PATENT INFRINGEMENT LAWSUITS INSTEAD OF APPLYING THE FOURFACTOR
BALANCING TEST 4HUS THE #OURT REINFORCED THE NECESSITY OF PERFORMING THE FOUR
FACTOR BALANCING TEST IN ALL CIRCUMSTANCES TO DETERMINE WHETHER INJUNCTIVE RELIEF IS
APPROPRIATE (OWEVER WHEN BOTH PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS ARE
SOUGHT FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL INJURY THE #OURT HAS ALSO RECOGNIZED THAT THE BALANCE
OF HARMS WILL USUALLY FAVOR THE ISSUANCE OF AN INJUNCTION TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT
BECAUSE MONETARY DAMAGES ARE NOT ALWAYS SUFFICIENT TO REDRESS AN ENVIRONMENTAL
INJURY
4HE #OURT HAS ALSO IMPLIED THAT AN INJUNCTION MAY BE FAVORABLE WHEN THE
CONSEQUENCES OF THE PROPOSED AGENCY PROJECT ARE NOT WELL ESTABLISHED &OR EXAMPLE
THE PLAINTIFFS IN 7INTER ARGUED THAT THE .AVYS SONAR TRAINING PROGRAM WAS
DETRIMENTAL TO MARINE MAMMALS AND THE .AVY SHOULD HAVE PREPARED AN %)3 BEFORE
CONDUCTING THE TRAINING EXERCISES 5PON BALANCING THE HARMS THE #OURT NOTED
THAT A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION WAS NOT WARRANTED BECAUSE IT WAS NOT THE KIND OF
ACTIVITY WITH hCOMPLETELY UNKNOWN EFFECTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTv 4HE #OURT IN
7INTER LEAVES OPEN THE POSSIBILITY THAT AGENCY ACTIVITIES WITH UNKNOWN
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS MAY TIP THE BALANCE IN FAVOR OF ISSUING AN INJUNCTION
$ )NJUNCTIONS FOR 'ENETICALLY -ODIFIED 3EEDS IN THE &UTURE
0RIOR TO THE DISTRICT COURTS DECISION IN 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS CASES
INVOLVING '- SEEDS WERE NOT COMMON (OWEVER RECENT LAWSUITS HAVE PRESENTED
SIMILAR ISSUES TO THOSE RAISED IN -ONSANTO &OR EXAMPLE #ENTER FOR &OOD 3AFETY V
6ILSACK INVOLVED A CHALLENGE TO AN !0()3 ORDER TO DEREGULATE GENETICALLY MODIFIED
SUGAR BEET SEEDS WITHOUT FIRST PREPARING AN %)3
 3EE 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS  &D   TH #IR 	 h4HE 3UPREME #OURT HELD IN
E"AY THAT COURTS CANNOT GRANT OR DENY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF CATEGORICALLY IN PLACE OF APPLYING THE FOURFACTOR TESTv	
3INCE CASES INVOLVING GENETICALLY
 E"AY  53 AT n
 3EE ID AT  STATING THAT PATENT CASES ARE NOT EXCLUDED FROM THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST ANALYSIS	
 3EE !MOCO 0ROD #O V 6ILL OF 'AMBELL   53   	 FINDING ENVIRONMENTAL INJURY IS
OFTEN IRREPARABLE	 SEE EG 4ENN 6ALLEY !UTH V (ILL  53  n 	 INVOLVING A PERMANENT
INJUNCTION AND DISCUSSING THE NEED FOR AN INJUNCTION TO PREVENT THE LOSS OF AN ENDANGERED SPECIES AS A RESULT OF
AN AGENCY PROJECT	
 7INTER V .ATURAL 2ESOURCES $EFENSE #OUNCIL  53   n 	
 )D AT 
 3EE ID EXPLAINING THAT THE KIND OF HARM THAT .%0! SEEKS TO PREVENT THROUGH REQUIRING AN %)3 IS
UNINFORMED AGENCY DECISIONMAKING AS OPPOSED TO A TRAINING EXERCISE WHICH HAD BEEN ONGOING FOR THE PAST 
YEARS	
 3OME OF THESE CASES DID NOT DIRECTLY INVOLVE THE ISSUES PRESENTED IN -ONSANTO 3EE EG -ONSANTO #O
V 3CRUGGS  & 3UPP D   .$ -ISS -AR  	 DEALING WITH PATENT INFRINGEMENT	
 .O #  *37 7,  .$ #AL 3EPT  	
 )D AT 

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MODIFIED CROPS ARE A NEW ISSUE BEING BROUGHT IN FEDERAL COURTS IT IS NECESSARY FOR
COURTS TO ADHERE TO .%0!S PRINCIPLES AND THE STANDARDS FOR ISSUING INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
AS DEFINED BY PRECEDENT !LTHOUGH THE #OURT IN -ONSANTO RECOGNIZED THAT GENE
TRANSFER IS CONSIDERED A TYPE OF INJURY THIS DECISION MAY LIMIT DISTRICT COURTS FROM
ISSUING INJUNCTIONS FOR INJURIES RELATED TO '- SEEDS RESULTING FROM .%0!
VIOLATIONS -ONSANTO IN CONJUNCTION WITH 7INTER CLARIFIED THAT DISTRICT COURTS
MUST APPLY E"AYS TRADITIONAL FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST FOR ALL PERMANENT
INJUNCTIONS AND CHIPS AWAY AT DISTRICT COURTS ABILITY TO ADMINISTER EQUITABLE
DISCRETION
III. The Court’s Reasoning  
)N -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS THE #OURT IN A SEVEN TO ONE MAJORITY
REVERSED THE .INTH #IRCUITS RULING AND HELD THAT THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN
ENJOINING !0()3 FROM PARTIALLY DEREGULATING 22! AND PROHIBITING ALMOST ALL FUTURE
PLANTING OF 22! UNTIL !0()3 COMPLETED AN %)3 4HE #OURT DID NOT RULE ON THE
DISTRICT COURTS DECISION TO COMPLETELY ENJOIN THE DEREGULATION OF 22! BEFORE !0()3
COMPLETED AN %)3 BECAUSE THE PETITIONERS FAILED TO RAISE THIS ISSUE IN THEIR BRIEFS 
!S A RESULT THE #OURTS DECISION SEEMED TO FAVOR BOTH PARTIES )N SO DECIDING THE
#OURT HELD THAT DISTRICT COURTS MUST APPLY THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST OF E"AY
WHEN DETERMINING WHETHER TO GRANT PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS
!PPLYING THIS TEST THE #OURT DETERMINED THAT THE RESPONDENTS COULD NOT SHOW THAT
THEY WOULD SUFFER AN ACTUAL IRREPARABLE INJURY FROM ANY PARTIAL DEREGULATION )N A
DISSENTING OPINION *USTICE 3TEVENS ARGUED THAT THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY ACTED
WITHIN ITS DISCRETION TO ENJOIN ANY PARTIAL DEREGULATION AND MOST FUTURE PLANTING OF
22!
 -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS  3 #T  	 #ENTER FOR &OOD 3AFETY V 6ILSACK .O
#  *37  7,  .$ #AL 3EPT  	
 3EE -ONSANTO  3 #T AT n DESCRIBING HOW GENE FLOW CAN CAUSE BOTH ECONOMIC AND
ENVIRONMENTAL INJURIES	
 3EE -ACH SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING THE INTERRELATEDNESS OF THE #OURTS DECISION IN -ONSANTO
AND7INTER	
 -ONSANTO  3 #T AT n *USTICE !LITO DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT IN WHICH #HIEF
*USTICE 2OBERTS AND *USTICES 3CALIA +ENNEDY 4HOMAS 'INSBURG AND 3OTOMAYOR JOINED *USTICE 3TEVENS WAS THE
SOLE DISSENTER IN THIS CASE *USTICE "REYER RECUSED HIMSELF FROM HEARING -ONSANTO BECAUSE HIS BROTHER *UDGE
#HARLES 2 "REYER ISSUED THE DISTRICT COURT OPINION !DDITIONALLY AT A THRESHOLD LEVEL THE #OURT FOUND THAT
RESPONDENTS HAD STANDING TO SEEK INJUNCTIVE RELIEF BECAUSE THE GENE FLOW INJURIES THAT RESPONDENTS WOULD SUFFER
WERE hSUFFICIENTLY CONCRETE TO SATISFY THE INJURYINFACT PRONG OF THE CONSTRUCTIONAL STANDING ANALYSISv )D AT

 3EE -ONSANTO  3 #T AT  h"ECAUSE PETITIONERS AND THE 'OVERNMENT DO NOT ARGUE OTHERWISE
WE ASSUME WITHOUT DECIDING THAT THE $ISTRICT #OURT ACTED LAWFULLY IN VACATING THE DEREGULATION DECISIONv	
 3EE *EFFREY , &OX '- !LFALFA7HO7INS  .!452% ")/4%#(   	
 -ONSANTO  3 #T AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT n 3TEVENS * DISSENTING	
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! 4HE -AJORITYS 2EASONING
4HE #OURT REVERSED AND REMANDED THE DISTRICT COURTS DECISION FINDING THAT THE
DISTRICT COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION BY ENJOINING !0()3 FROM PARTIALLY DEREGULATING
22! AND PROHIBITING ALMOST ALL FUTURE PLANTING OF 22! UNTIL COMPLETION OF AN
%)3 2EGARDING THE PARTIAL DEREGULATION OF 22! THE #OURT FOUND THE DISTRICT COURT
ABUSED ITS DISCRETION FOR TWO MAIN REASONS &IRST THE DISTRICT COURTS DECISION
PREEMPTED AGENCY ACTION BY !0()3 TO INDEPENDENTLY DECIDE TO WHETHER TO PARTIALLY
DEREGULATE 22! 3ECOND THE RESPONDENTS FAILED TO SATISFY THE FOURFACTOR
BALANCING TEST BECAUSE THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE RESPONDENTS WOULD SUFFER IRREPARABLE
HARM FROM ANY PARTIAL DEREGULATION
&IRST THE #OURT FOUND THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN ENJOINING PARTIAL DEREGULATION OF
22! BECAUSE h;U=NTIL !0()3 ACTUALLY SEEKS TO EFFECT A PARTIAL DEREGULATION ANY
JUDICIAL REVIEW OF SUCH A DECISION IS PREMATUREv 4HE #OURT NOTED THAT
RESPONDENTS BROUGHT SUIT UNDER THE !DMINISTRATIVE 0ROCEDURES !CT !0!	 TO
CHALLENGE !0()3S COMPLETE DEREGULATION OF 22! (OWEVER !0()3 DID NOT
APPEAL THE DISTRICT COURTS FINDING THAT THE COMPLETE DEREGULATION OF 22! VIOLATED
.%0! AND IT WAS FOR THE AGENCY TO DECIDE WHETHER TO EFFECTUATE A PARTIAL 22!
DEREGULATION )F !0()3 CONDUCTED ANOTHER %! AND THEN DECIDED TO ISSUE A PARTIAL
DEREGULATION OF 22! ANY INJURED PERSON COULD BRING SUIT UNDER THE !0! TO
CHALLENGE THE AGENCY ORDER 4HEREFORE THE DISTRICT COURT PREMATURELY PREVENTED
!0()3 FROM ANY KIND OF PARTIAL DEREGULATION OF 22!
&URTHERMORE THE #OURT FOUND THAT THE DISTRICT COURTS hMIDDLE COURSEv BETWEEN
TWO EXTREMES WAS INTERNALLY INCONSISTENT !CCORDING TO THE #OURT IT DID NOT
LOGICALLY FOLLOW THAT THE DISTRICT COURT WOULD NOT ALLOW ANY PARTIAL DEREGULATION
WITHOUT FIRST THE PREPARATION OF AN %)3 BUT IT WOULD ALLOW THOSE FARMERS WHO
PURCHASED SEEDS IN RELIANCE ON !0()3S FULL DEREGULATION ORDER TO PROCEED WITHOUT
AN %)3 4HE #OURT REASONED THAT IF ALLOWING SOME FARMERS TO CONTINUE PLANTING
AND HARVESTING 22! WITHOUT CONDUCTING AN %)3 WAS ACCEPTABLE THEN ALLOWING
PARTIAL DEREGULATION OF 22! WITHOUT AN %)3 SHOULD ALSO BE ACCEPTABLE
3ECOND BASED ON THE #OURTS REASONING AS TO WHY A BROAD INJUNCTION WAS
IMPROPER THE #OURT CONCLUDED THAT THE DISTRICT COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION TO ENJOIN
PARTIAL DEREGULATION BECAUSE RESPONDENTS FAILED TO SATISFY THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING
 )D AT n MAJORITY OPINION	
 )D AT n
 )D AT n
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D
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TEST FOR PERMANENT INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 3PECIFICALLY RESPONDENTS COULD NOT SHOW THAT
THEY WOULD SUFFER IRREPARABLE HARM THE FIRST PRONG OF THE TEST IF !0()3 ORDERED A
PARTIAL DEREGULATION )F !0()3 IMPOSED PROPER LIMITATIONS ON A PARTIAL
DEREGULATION IT IS POSSIBLE THAT SUCH DEREGULATION WOULD NOT CAUSE RESPONDENTS ANY
IRREPARABLE HARM AT ALL &OR THESE REASONS THE #OURT FOUND THAT THE DISTRICT COURT
ABUSED ITS DISCRETION IN ENJOINING !0()3 FROM EFFECTING A PARTIAL DEREGULATION
4HE #OURT ALSO HELD THAT THE DISTRICT COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION BY PROHIBITING
ALMOST ALL FUTURE PLANTING OF 22! 4HE #OURT DECIDED A NATIONWIDE INJUNCTION
WAS TOO BROAD BECAUSE IF !0()3 DECIDED PARTIAL DEREGULATION WAS APPROPRIATE THEN
FARMERS SHOULD BE ABLE TO PLANT 22! IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE AGENCYS DECISION
!DDITIONALLY THE VACATUR OF THE !0()3S DEREGULATION DECISION WHICH RESTORED
22!S REGULATED STATUS WAS SUFFICIENT TO REDRESS RESPONDENTS INJURY THEREBY
MAKING AN INJUNCTION AGAINST ALL 22! PLANTING REDUNDANT
" *USTICE 3TEVENSS $ISSENT
4HEREFORE THE #OURT
REVERSED THE .INTH #IRCUITS AND DISTRICT COURTS JUDGMENTS
)SSUING THE SOLE DISSENT IN -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS *USTICE 3TEVENS
DECLARED THAT IN LIGHT OF ALL OF THE FACTS PRESENTED IN THIS CASE THE DISTRICT COURT DID
NOT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION IN ISSUING THE PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS *USTICE 3TEVENS
VIEWED THE DISTRICT COURTS DECISION AS BOTH AN hEQUITABLE APPLICATION OF
ADMINISTRATIVE LAWv AND A REASONABLE REMEDY IN LIGHT OF THE RISKS OF GENE TRANSFER
FROM 22!
&IRST *USTICE 3TEVENS BELIEVED THAT THE DISTRICT COURT BALANCED THE HARMS BY NOT
ENJOINING THE 22! FARMERS THAT PURCHASED AND PLANTED 22! IN RELIANCE ON THE PRIOR
!0()3 DEREGULATION ORDER WHILE AT THE SAME TIME REDUCING THE THREAT OF SEED
CONTAMINATION IN THE ENVIRONMENT BY ENJOINING ANY PARTIAL DEREGULATION *USTICE
3TEVENS REASONED THAT ALLOWING ONLY THESE 22! FARMERS TO PLANT AND HARVEST 22!
TRANSLATED INTO A SMALLER NUMBER OF FARMS FOR !0()3 TO MONITOR WHILE !0()3
PREPARED AN %)3
 )D
!DDITIONALLY *USTICE 3TEVENS THOUGHT THAT THE INJUNCTION ON
PARTIAL DEREGULATION WAS JUSTIFIED BECAUSE THE DISTRICT COURT ALREADY FOUND !0()3S
 -ONSANTO  3 #T AT n
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D AT  3TEVENS * DISSENTING	
 )D AT  
 )D AT 
 )D
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DEREGULATION PROPOSAL INCONSISTENT WITH THE SIGNIFICANT THREAT OF '- SEED
CONTAMINATION AND !0()3S LIMITED ABILITY TO MONITOR SUCH CONTAMINATION
3ECOND *USTICE 3TEVENS VIEWED THE INJUNCTIONS AS REASONABLE BASED ON THE THREAT
OF GENE TRANSFER *USTICE 3TEVENS STATED THAT ALTHOUGH A PLAINTIFF NEVER HAS TO PROVE
A PARTICULAR HARM WILL OCCUR A SIGNIFICANT RISK THAT HARM MAY OCCUR IS SUFFICIENT TO
SUPPORT AN INJUNCTION *USTICE 3TEVENS CRITICIZED MANY OF THE #OURTS HYPOTHETICAL
LIMITATIONS ON A PARTIAL DEREGULATION BECAUSE THE LIMITATIONS WERE EASY TO SIDESTEP
AND DIFFICULT TO ENFORCE
IV. Analysis 
&OR THESE REASONS *USTICE 3TEVENS VIEWED THE DISTRICT
COURTS DECISION AS REASONABLE IN LIGHT OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CASE AND NOT AN
ABUSE OF ITS DISCRETION
)N -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS THE #OURT FOUND THAT THE DISTRICT COURT
ABUSED ITS DISCRETION BY PERMANENTLY ENJOINING THE PARTIAL DEREGULATION OF 22! AND
ALMOST ALL FUTURE PLANTING OF 22! UNTIL !0()3 COMPLETED AN %)3 (OWEVER THE
#OURT PRIMARILY FOCUSED ON THE IMPROPRIETY OF THE PERMANENT INJUNCTION ON PARTIAL
DEREGULATION OF 22! 4HE #OURT IMPROPERLY RELYING ON DICTA FROM 7INTER HELD
THAT DISTRICT COURTS MUST APPLY THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST FROM E"AY WHEN
GRANTING PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS "Y RAISING THE IRREPARABLE
HARM THRESHOLD THE #OURT EFFECTIVELY LIMITED DISTRICT COURTS DISCRETION TO ISSUE
PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS TO REMEDY FUTURE .%0! VIOLATIONS )N APPLYING ITS OWN
TEST THE #OURT DEMONSTRATES THE UNWORKABLE NATURE OF THIS NEW STANDARD
! 4HE #OURT 2ESTRICTED $ISTRICT #OURTS $ISCRETION TO )SSUE 0ERMANENT )NJUNCTIONS FOR
.%0! 6IOLATIONS 7ITHOUT #ONSIDERING THE 3TATUTORY 0URPOSE OF .%0!
7HILE
THIS NEW STANDARD MAY RESULT IN INCREASED JUDICIAL EFFICIENCY THE COST IS BORNE BY
PLAINTIFFS THAT MAY HAVE TO SUFFER IRREPARABLE HARM BEFORE A DISTRICT COURT MAY ISSUE A
PERMANENT INJUNCTION
5TILIZING MERE DICTA FROM7INTER THE #OURT MADE AN UNPRECEDENTED LEAP IN LOGIC IN
-ONSANTO BY HOLDING THAT IN ORDER TO ISSUE A PERMANENT INJUNCTION FOR A .%0!
 3EE ID AT  h0ETITIONERS AND !0()3 HAD ALREADY COME BACK TO THE COURT WITH A PROPOSED PARTIAL
DEREGULATION ORDER WHICH THE ;DISTRICT= COURT EXPLAINED WAS INCOMPATIBLE WITH ITS DETERMINATION THAT THERE IS A
SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF GENE SPREADING AND THAT !0()3 LACKS MONITORING CAPACITY 4HAT SAME CONCERN WOULD APPLY TO
ANY PARTIAL DEREGULATION ORDERv	 EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	
 )D AT n
 )D QUOTING  */(. ./24/. 0/-%2/9 ! 42%!4)3% /. %15)49 *52)3025$%.#% !.$ %15)4!",%
2%-%$)%3 e  AT  D ED 		
 )D AT  N  N
 )D AT  MAJORITY OPINION	
 3EE ID AT n DISCUSSING AT LENGTH THE IMPROPRIETY OF THE DISTRICT COURTS INJUNCTION ON PARTIAL
DEREGULATION	
 3EE INFRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6!
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6"
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VIOLATION A DISTRICT COURT MUST SATISFY THE TRADITIONAL FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST FOR
PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS FROM E"AY
4HE FACTS OF 7INTER UNLIKE THE FACTS OF -ONSANTO INVOLVED THE STANDARD FOR
ISSUANCE OF A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION FOR A .%0! VIOLATION WHICH REQUIRES A PLAINTIFF
TO DEMONSTRATE A LIKELIHOOD OF IRREPARABLE HARM RATHER THAN THE ACTUAL IRREPARABLE
HARM REQUIRED FOR A PERMANENT INJUNCTION IN -ONSANTO
(OWEVER BASED ON THE #OURTS HOLDING IN
7INTER SUCH A RESULT DOES NOT NECESSARILY FOLLOW
 )N 7INTER THE #OURT
REACHED FOR A FOOTNOTE FROM !MOCO 0RODUCTION #O V 6ILLAGE OF 'AMBELL WHICH ALSO
INVOLVED A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION TO NOTE THAT THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST APPLIES
TO BOTH PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS )N EFFECTING
THIS SHIFT THE -ONSANTO #OURT DEPARTED FROM PRECEDENT THAT REQUIRED COURTS TO
ASSESS THE PURPOSE OF THE UNDERLYING ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTE TO DETERMINE WHETHER
THE DISTRICT COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION IN CREATING A REMEDY
!LTHOUGH hA MAJOR DEPARTURE FROM THE LONG TRADITION OF EQUITY PRACTICE SHOULD
NOT BE LIGHTLY IMPLIEDv
"Y EXTENDING THE
HOLDING OF 7INTER TO REQUIRE DISTRICT COURTS TO APPLY THE E"AY FOURFACTOR BALANCING
TEST WHEN ISSUING PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS THE #OURT COMPLETELY
DISREGARDED THE STATUTORY PURPOSE OF .%0! AND LIMITED THE DISCRETION OF DISTRICT
COURTS TO GRANT PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS
 THE #OURT HAS RECOGNIZED THAT #ONGRESS MAY LIMIT DISTRICT
COURTS DISCRETIONARY POWERS BY STATUTE )N CREATING THE STANDARD FOR PERMANENT
INJUNCTIONS FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS THE #OURT FAILED TO DISCUSS HOW -ONSANTO FITS
AMONGST THE #OURTS PRECEDENTS SUCH AS 4ENNESSEE 6ALLEY !UTHORITY V (ILL AND
7EINBERGER V 2OMERO"ARCELO WHERE THE #OURT INTERPRETED THE LANGUAGE OF AN
ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTE TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE STATUTE LIMITED THE DISTRICT COURTS
DISCRETION
 -ONSANTO  3 #T AT  4HE #OURT IN-ONSANTO CITED TO A THREEPAGE RANGE OF THE7INTER OPINION
TO SUPPORT ITS PROPOSITION THAT h;T=HE TRADITIONAL FOURFACTOR TEST APPLIES WHEN A PLAINTIFF SEEKS A PERMANENT
INJUNCTION TO REMEDY A .%0! VIOLATIONv )D
!S EXEMPLIFIED IN 4ENNESSEE 6ALLEY !UTHORITY THE #OURT FOUND THAT THE
STATUTORY LANGUAGE OF THE %NDANGERED 3PECIES !CT %3!	 LIMITED THE DISTRICT COURTS
 3EE -ONSANTO  3 #T AT  STATING THE TEST FOR A PERMANENT INJUNCTION	 7INTER V .ATURAL 2ES
$EF #OUNCIL )NC  53   DESCRIBING THE STANDARD FOR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION	 SEE ALSO -ACH SUPRA
NOTE  AT  N ARGUING THE #OURT PREMATURELY EXTENDED7INTER TO APPLY TO PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS	
 3EE 7INTER  53 AT  h4HE STANDARD FOR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION IS ESSENTIALLY THE SAME AS FOR A
PERMANENT INJUNCTION WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT THE PLAINTIFF MUST SHOW A LIKELIHOOD OF SUCCESS ON THE MERITS
RATHER THAN ACTUAL SUCCESSvQUOTING !MOCO 0ROD #O V 6ILL OF 'AMBELL   53   N 			 4HE
PROPRIETY OF A PERMANENT INJUNCTION AS NOT AT ISSUE IN 7INTER THEREFORE THE COURTS DISCUSSION OF PERMANENT
INJUNCTIONS IS PURELY DICTA 4HE #OURT IN 7INTER STATED hOUR ANALYSIS OF THE PROPRIETY OF PRELIMINARY RELIEF IS
APPLICABLE TO ANY PERMANENT INJUNCTION AS WELLv )D AT 
 3EE EG 7EINBERGER V 2OMERO "ARCELO  53  n 	 INTERPRETING THE LANGUAGE AND
PURPOSE OF THE UNDERLYING ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTE TO NOT RESTRICT DISTRICT COURTS EXERCISE EQUITABLE DISCRETION TO
GRANT RELIEF CONSISTENT WITH THE STATUTE	
 7EINBERGER  53 AT 
 3EE ID AT  N 	 h#ONGRESS MAY INTERVENE AND GUIDE OR CONTROL THE EXERCISE OF THE COURTS
EQUITABLE DISCRETIONv	 SEE ALSO (ECHT #O V "OWLES  53   	 RECOGNIZING THAT #ONGRESS COULD
LIMIT COURTS EQUITABLE DISCRETION THROUGH A CLEAR STATEMENT OF INTENT	 SUPRA 0ART ))" FOR A DISCUSSION OF THE
3UPREME #OURTS CONSIDERATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES IN DETERMINING WHETHER A DISTRICT COURT ABUSED ITS
DISCRETION IN GRANTING INJUNCTIONS
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
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DISCRETION TO BALANCE THE HARDSHIPS AND MANDATED COURTS TO TIP THE BALANCE IN FAVOR
OF THE ENVIRONMENT WHEN ISSUING A PERMANENT INJUNCTION TO REMEDY AN AGENCY
ACTION THAT THREATENED THE EXISTENCE OF AN ENDANGERED SPECIES
4HE #OURT SHOULD HAVE ASKED WHETHER THE GOALS AND LANGUAGE OF .%0! LIMITED
THE DISTRICT COURTS DISCRETION IN FASHIONING AN EQUITABLE REMEDY IN-ONSANTO 4HE
STATUTORY PURPOSE AND GOALS OF .%0! FALL CLOSER TO THE %3! AT ISSUE IN 4ENNESSEE
6ALLEY !UTHORITY THAN THE &EDERAL 7ATER 0OLLUTION #ONTROL !CT &70#!	 AT ISSUE IN
7EINBERGER !NALOGOUS TO THE %3! .%0! IS PRECAUTIONARY IN PRINCIPLE AND SEEKS
TO PREVENT ENVIRONMENTAL INJURIES THROUGH INFORMED AGENCY DECISION MAKING
!DDITIONALLY JUST AS THE #OURT IN 4ENNESSEE 6ALLEY !UTHORITY FOUND AN INJUNCTION
WAS THE ONLY REMEDY FOR THE PARTICULAR %3! VIOLATION DISTRICT COURTS HAVE PREVIOUSLY
FOUND INJUNCTIONS ARE THE ONLY REMEDY FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS WHICH WILL REMAIN
CONSISTENT WITH THE STATUTORY PURPOSE
$ESPITE THIS PRECAUTIONARY NATURE .%0! DOES NOT MANDATE A SPECIFIC RESULT AND
ALLOWS AGENCY DISCRETION WHEN ASSESSING ACTIONS WHICH MAY SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT THE
ENVIRONMENT !T THE SAME TIME THE STATUTES LACK OF SUBSTANTIVE REQUIREMENTS
LEAVES INTACT DISTRICT COURTS DISCRETION TO FASHION EQUITABLE REMEDIES FOR .%0!
VIOLATIONS "UT ENVIRONMENTAL INJURIES ARE UNIQUE SINCE MONETARY DAMAGES MAY
NEVER SUFFICIENTLY REMEDY THE HARM 4HUS THE ONLY STATUTORY RESTRAINT .%0!
IMPOSES ON THE DISTRICT COURTS DISCRETION TO BALANCE THE EQUITIES IS TO ENSURE THAT THE
REMEDY CONFORMS TO .%0!S PURPOSE OF PREVENTING ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE THAT
RESULTS FROM UNINFORMED DECISION MAKING
)N ADDITION THE #OURT FAILED TO RECOGNIZE THAT THE DISTRICT COURTS INJUNCTION
AGAINST THE PARTIAL DEREGULATION OF 22! WAS CONSISTENT WITH THE STATUTORY PURPOSE OF
.%0! 4HE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY TOOK A PREVENTATIVE APPROACH BY ENJOINING THE
 3EE 4ENN 6ALLEY !UTH V (ILL  53  n 	 STATING h;O=NCE THE MEANING OF AN
ENACTMENT IS DISCERNED AND ITS CONSTITUTIONALITY DETERMINED THE JUDICIAL PROCESS COMES TO AN ENDv	
 3EE 7EINBERGER  53 AT  EXPLAINING THAT IN 4ENNESSEE 6ALLEY !UTHORITY h;T=HE PURPOSE AND
LANGUAGE OF THE STATUTE LIMITED THE REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO THE $ISTRICT #OURT ONLY AN INJUNCTION COULD VINDICATE
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE !CTv	
 3EE ID FINDING THAT THE %3! VIOLATION IN 4ENNESSEE 6ALLEY !UTHORITY REQUIRED AN INJUNCTION TO CONFORM
TO THE STATUTES BAN ON CRITICAL HABITAT DESTRUCTION WHILE THE &70#! PROVIDED EXAMPLES OF OTHER REMEDIES
BESIDES AN INJUNCTION WHICH WOULD ENSURE STATUTORY COMPLIANCE	
 4HE PURPOSE OF .%0! IS h;T=O DECLARE A NATIONAL POLICY WHICH WILL    PREVENT OR ELIMINATE DAMAGE TO
THE ENVIRONMENTv  53# e  	 EMPHASIS ADDED	 /NE PURPOSE OF THE %NDANGERED 3PECIES !CT
%3!	 IS hTO PROVIDE A MEANS WHEREBY THE ECOSYSTEMS UPON WHICH ENDANGERED SPECIES AND THREATENED SPECIES
DEPEND MAY BE CONSERVED    v  53# e B	 4HE %3! ALSO PROVIDES THAT AGENCIES BY RELYING ON
SCIENTIFIC DATA SHALL ENSURE THAT A PROPOSED ACTION hIS NOT LIKELY TO JEOPARDIZE THE CONTINUED EXISTENCE OF ANY
ENDANGERED SPECIES OR THREATENED SPECIES OR RESULT IN THE DESTRUCTION OR ADVERSE MODIFICATION OF HABITAT OF SUCH
SPECIESv )D e A		 3EE ALSO 4ENN 6ALLEY !UTH  53 AT  EXPLAINING THE %3! PRIORITIZES PROTECTED
SPECIES ADOPTING A POLICY OF hINSTITUTIONALIZED CAUTIONv	
 3EE SUPRA NOTE 
  53# e A	 	 EXPLAINING THAT THE FEDERAL STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AS WELL AS THE
PUBLIC SHOULD USE ALL PRACTICABLE MEANS TO MEET THE GOALS OF THE STATUTE	
 3EE +LEPPE V 3IERRA #LUB  53   	 -ARSHALL * CONCURRING IN PART DISSENTING IN PART	
INDICATING THAT .%0!S VAGUE WORDING ALLOWS COURTS TO DEVELOP A hCOMMON LAWv OF .%0!	
 !MOCO 0ROD #O V 6ILL OF 'AMBELL  53   	
 3EE SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
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PARTIAL DEREGULATION OF 22! UNTIL COMPLETION OF AN %)3 BECAUSE THE RISKS OF GENETIC
CONTAMINATION WERE IMMINENT AND DIFFICULT TO MONITOR 4O SUPPORT THE BROAD
INJUNCTION THE #OURT ACKNOWLEDGED FOLLOWING KEY FACTS 	 22! CAN CONTAMINATE
CONVENTIONAL PLANTS 	 PLANTING 22! IN A CONTROLLED SETTING DOES NOT COMPLETELY
PREVENT CONTAMINATION 	 !0()3 ACKNOWLEDGED ITS LIMITED ABILITY TO MONITOR OR
ENFORCE LIMITATIONS PROPOSED IN A PARTIAL DEREGULATION AND 	 22! CONTAMINATION
TO CONVENTIONAL FARMS COULD SERIOUSLY IMPACT FARMERS LIVELIHOODS AND THE !MERICAN
ALFALFA MARKET IN THE LONG TERM
0REVENTING THE CONTAMINATION OF ORGANIC CROPS THROUGH GENE TRANSFER OF '-
ALFALFA WAS THE DISTRICT COURTS PRIMARY CONCERN
!LL OF THESE FACTS JUSTIFY THE DISTRICT COURTS
PERMANENT INJUNCTION
 )F THE DISTRICT COURT HAD NOT
ENJOINED PARTIAL DEREGULATION !0()3 PLANNED TO PROCEED WITH A PARTIAL
DEREGULATION DESPITE !0()3S LIMITED ABILITY TO MONITOR GENE TRANSFER WHICH
THREATENED THE SAME LEVEL OF HARM AS A FULL DEREGULATION )N FACT THE 53$! /FFICE
OF THE )NSPECTOR 'ENERAL PREVIOUSLY SCRUTINIZED !0()3 FOR ITS FAILURE TO PROPERLY
MONITOR THE EFFECTS AND FIELD TESTS OF '- CROPS
(OWEVER THE POSSIBILITY OF IRREPARABLE HARM ASSOCIATED WITH THE PARTIALLY
DEREGULATED USE OF 22! EXTENDS BEYOND THE THREAT OF GENE TRANSFER 4HE #ENTER FOR
&OOD 3AFETY #&3	 EXPRESSED CONCERN OVER THE DEVELOPMENT OF 2OUNDUP RESISTANT
WEEDS DUE TO THE MASS USE OF A SINGLE HERBICIDE
,IMITING ANY DEREGULATION UNTIL
THE COMPLETION OF AN %)3 WAS JUSTIFIED ON THIS MATTER ALONE
 #URRENTLY AT LEAST TEN KNOWN
SPECIES OF WEEDS ARE RESISTANT TO GLYPHOSATE THE ACTIVE INGREDIENT IN -ONSANTOS
2OUNDUP HERBICIDE !DDITIONALLY CONTAMINATION OF LOCAL STREAMS AND WATER
SOURCES BY THE OVERUSE OF PESTICIDES CONTAINING 22! MAY RESULT IN IRREPARABLE
HARM
 4HE RESPONDENTS DID NOT DISPUTE THE EXISTENCE OF A .%0! VIOLATION -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED
&ARMS  3 #T   	
!S #ONGRESS NOTED IN .%0! hCOMPLEX ENVIRONMENTAL CASES OFTEN REQUIRE
 3EE -ONSANTO  3 #T AT  3TEVENS * DISSENTING	 SUMMARIZING THE DISTRICT COURTS FINDINGS	
 3EE ID AT  h4HE $ISTRICT #OURT FOUND THAT GENE TRANSFER CAN AND DOES OCCUR AND THAT IF IT WERE TO
SPREAD THROUGH OPEN LAND THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES WOULD BE DEVASTATINGv	
 4HE #OURT ACKNOWLEDGED THAT THERE WAS hMORE THAN A STRONG LIKELIHOOD THAT !0()3 WOULD PARTIALLY
DEREGULATE 22! WERE IT NOT FOR THE $ISTRICT #OURTS INJUNCTIONv )D AT  MAJORITY OPINION	
 3EE /&&)#% /& ).30%#4/2 '%. 3/54(7%34 2%')/. 53$! !5$)4 4% !5$)4 2%0/24
!.)-!, !.$ 0,!.4 (%!,4( ).30%#4)/. 3%26)#% #/.42/,3 /6%2 )335!.#% /& '%.%4)#!,,9 %.').%%2%$
/2'!.)3- 2%,%!3% 0%2-)43 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWUSDAGOVOIGWEBDOCS4%PDF CITING
MULTIPLE WEAKNESSES IN !0()3S DEREGULATION PROCEDURES INCLUDING HOW FIELD TRIALS ARE CONDUCTED	 4HE AUDIT
REPORT PROVIDES AN EXAMPLE OF !0()3S LACK OF GUIDANCE TO APPLICANTS IN CONDUCTING FIELD TRIALS WHERE AN
APPLICANT WAS ALLOWED TO PLANT AN EDIBLE '- CROP IN AN OPEN FIELD WHICH WAS ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBLIC FROM A
ROAD )D AT 
 3EE 2EDICK  %NDRES SUPRA NOTE  AT  EXPLAINING THAT THE #ENTER &OOD 3AFETY IS CONCERNED ABOUT
CREATING RESISTANT WEEDS THROUGH THE USE OF A SINGLE HERBICIDE	
 3EE *ACK +ASKEY !TTACK OF THE 3UPERWEED .EW 3TRAINS 2ESIST 2OUNDUP THE 7ORLDS 4OP3ELLING
(ERBICIDE ",//-"%2' "53).%337%%+ 3EPT    0-	 HTTPWWWBUSINESSWEEKCOMMAGAZINEATTACK
OFTHESUPERWEEDHTML EXPLAINING THAT A TOTAL OF  KNOWN GLYPHOSATERESISTANT WEEDS EXISTS IN AT
LEAST  STATES AND IT IS EXPECTED THAT BY   MILLION ACRES OF 53 COTTON SOYBEAN AND CORN CROP WILL BE
INVADED	
 3EE EG 2ELYEA SUPRA NOTE  AT  DEMONSTRATING THROUGH EXPERIMENTS THAT GLYPHOSATE PESTICIDES
ARE DEADLY TO TADPOLES AND JUVENILE FROGS	
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EXCEPTIONALLY SOPHISTICATED SCIENTIFIC DETERMINATIONS AND THAT AGENCY DECISIONS
SHOULD NOT BE MADE ON THE BASIS OF @INCOMPLETE INFORMATIONv
#OMPLETION OF AN %)3 IS CRITICAL BEFORE CONDUCTING ACTIVITIES hWITH COMPLETELY
UNKNOWN EFFECTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTv 5NLIKE THE SONAR TRAINING EXERCISE IN
7INTER WHICH THE .AVY PERFORMED FOR  YEARS THE FIRST '- CROP WAS APPROVED FOR
DEREGULATION IN  AROUND TWENTY YEARS BEFORE -ONSANTO 4HEREFORE IT WOULD
BE AGAINST THE PURPOSE OF .%0! TO ALLOW A PARTIAL DEREGULATION WHEN THE FULL EFFECTS
OF GENE TRANSFER ARE UNKNOWN AND THE ABILITY TO CONTROL THIS PROCESS IS UNAVAILABLE
!FTER -ONSANTO IN THE ABSENCE OF ANOTHER ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTE AN
ENVIRONMENTAL PLAINTIFF IS EFFECTIVELY LIMITED TO A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION TO PREVENT
AN AGENCY ACTION THAT VIOLATES .%0! (OWEVER FOR THOSE PLAINTIFFS UNABLE TO
DEMONSTRATE A LIKELIHOOD OF INJURY RELIEF IS UNLIKELY AS IS STANDING 4HE OTHER
OPTION FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL PLAINTIFF IS TO WAIT AND SEE IF IRREPARABLE HARM WILL
OCCUR HOWEVER UNDER -ONSANTO THIS REQUIRES A PLAINTIFF TO ACTUALLY SUFFER AN
IRREPARABLE HARM BEFORE A COURT CAN ENJOIN THE AGENCYS ACTION 4HIS APPROACH IS
NOT ONLY COMPLETELY CONTRADICTORY TO THE PREVENTATIVE PURPOSE OF .%0! BUT ALSO
ELIMINATES THE HALLMARK NOTION OF DISTRICT COURTS FLEXIBILITY TO BALANCE BOTH PARTIES
HARDSHIPS AND CRAFT A REMEDY USING ITS EQUITABLE DISCRETION
 -ONSANTO  3 #T AT  3TEVENS * DISSENTING	 QUOTING -ARSH V /REGON .ATURAL 2ESOURCES
#OUNCIL  53   		
 7INTER V .ATURAL 2ES $EF #OUNCIL )NC  53   	
 3EE ID AT  DISCUSSING THE LONGSTANDING .AVY TRAINING EXERCISE	 3EE 0ETITIONS FOR .ONREGULATED 3TATUS
'RANTED OR 0ENDING BY !0()3 !0()3 HTTPWWWAPHISUSDAGOVBIOTECHNOLOGYNOT?REGHTML LAST UPDATED
$EC  	 LISTING THE PLANTS WHICH HAVE NONREGULATED STATUS AND NOTING THE FIRST CROP TO ACHIEVE
NONREGULATED STATUS IN 	
 3EE 2OBERTSON V -ETHOW 6ALLEY #ITIZENS #OUNCIL  53   	 EXPLAINING HOW .%0!
PROHIBITS UNINFORMED DECISION MAKING BY FEDERAL AGENCIES	
 3EE !MOCO 0ROD #O V 6ILL OF 'AMBELL  53   	 NOTING THAT DUE TO THE IRREPARABLE
NATURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HARMS A FINDING THAT AN IRREPARABLE HARM IS hSUFFICIENTLY LIKELYv IS ENOUGH TO ISSUE A
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION	 )F A PLAINTIFF MUST DEMONSTRATE ACTUAL HARM IT MAY BE TOO LATE FOR A PERMANENT
INJUNCTION TO REMEDY THE INJURY
 &OR A PLAINTIFF TO HAVE STANDING TO BRING AN ENVIRONMENTAL LAWSUIT THE PLAINTIFF MUST SHOW THE INJURY IS
hCONCRETE PARTICULARIZED AND ACTUAL OR IMMINENTv -ONSANTO  3 #T AT  !LTHOUGH THE COURT FOUND
RESPONDENTS HAD A SUFFICIENTLY CONCRETE INJURY FOR STANDING PURPOSES THIS INJURY DID NOT SATISFY THE IRREPARABLE
INJURY PRONG OF THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST FOR GRANTING PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS )D AT  EXPLAINING THAT
THE HARMS THAT RESPONDENTS WILL EXPERIENCE hARE READILY ATTRIBUTABLE TO !0()3S DEREGULATION DECISION WHICH AS
THE $ISTRICT #OURT FOUND GIVE RISE TO A SIGNIFICANT RISK OF GENE FLOW TO NONGENETICALLYENGINEERED VARIETIES OF
ALFALFAv	
 "Y HAVING TO WAIT FOR AN AGENCY TO CONDUCT AN %! AND EFFECTUATE A PARTIAL DEREGULATION GENE TRANSFER
MAY ALREADY OCCUR BEFORE THE PLAINTIFF IS ABLE TO SEEK RELIEF FROM THE COURT 3EE 7INTER V .ATURAL 2ES $EF
#OUNCIL )NC  53   	 "REYER * DISSENTING	 EXPLAINING IN SOME INSTANCES THE LACK OF AN
INJUNCTION AND REQUIREMENT FOR AN AGENCY TO PREPARE AN %)3 WILL END UP CAUSING THE HARM WHICH AN %)3 COULD
PREVENT	
 3EE SUPRA NOTES   AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
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" 4HE #OURTS !PPLICATION OF THE &OUR&ACTOR "ALANCING 4EST TO THE $ISTRICT #OURTS
$ECISION $EMONSTRATES THE $IFFICULTY IN -EETING THE )RREPARABLE (ARM 3TANDARD FOR
0ERMANENT )NJUNCTIONS FOR .%0! 6IOLATIONS
4HE #OURT DEMONSTRATED THROUGH APPLYING ITS NEWLY ANNOUNCED FOURFACTOR
BALANCING TEST FOR PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS THE DIFFICULTY IN MEETING THE HEIGHTENED
STANDARD FOR IRREPARABLE HARM FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS
&IRST THE #OURT CONFUSED THE PROPER STANDARD FOR FINDING IRREPARABLE HARM IN
GRANTING PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS UNDER ITS OWN TEST 4HE #OURT NOTED h;M=OST
IMPORTANTLY RESPONDENTS CANNOT SHOW THAT THEY WILL SUFFER IRREPARABLE INJURY IF
!0()3 IS ALLOWED TO PROCEED WITH ANY PARTIAL DEREGULATION    v 3HORTLY AFTER THE
#OURT REASONED THAT BECAUSE RESPONDENTS COULD FILE A NEW SUIT CHALLENGING A PARTIAL
DEREGULATION IF AND WHEN !0()3 CONDUCTED THIS ACTION hA PERMANENT INJUNCTION IS
NOT NOW NEEDED TO GUARD AGAINST ANY PRESENT OR IMMINENT RISK OF LIKELY IRREPARABLE
HARMv 4HIS STATEMENT IMPLIED THAT THE #OURT WOULD ALLOW A FINDING OF LIKELY
IRREPARABLE HARM AS OPPOSED TO ACTUAL HARM FOR A PERMANENT INJUNCTION !LTHOUGH A
LIKELIHOOD STANDARD FOR PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS IS MORE CONSISTENT WITH THE STATUTORY
PURPOSE OF .%0! THE #OURT PROCEEDED TO APPLY THE HEIGHTENED ACTUAL HARM
STANDARD IN ITS ANALYSIS
!S *USTICE 3TEVENS EXPLAINED IN HIS DISSENT h;A=LTHOUGH @A MERE POSSIBILITY OF A
FUTURE NUISANCE WILL NOT SUPPORT AN INJUNCTION COURTS HAVE NEVER REQUIRED PROOF
@THAT THE NUISANCE WILL OCCUR RATHER @IT IS SUFFICIENT    THAT THE RISK OF ITS HAPPENING
IS GREATER THAN A REASONABLE MAN WOULD INCURv *UST AS THE #OURT CRITICIZED THE
DISTRICT COURT FOR MISAPPLYING THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST BY CATEGORICALLY ISSUING
INJUNCTIONS FOR .%0! VIOLATIONS THE #OURT ITSELF CONFUSED THE CORRECT STANDARD
3ECOND THE #OURT IMPROPERLY RELIED ON ITS OWN HYPOTHESES INSTEAD OF THE DISTRICT
COURTS FINDINGS TO DETERMINE THAT RESPONDENTS COULD NOT DEMONSTRATE IRREPARABLE
HARM WILL OCCUR WITHOUT AN INJUNCTION "ASED ON THE DISTRICT COURTS ASSESSMENT OF
THE FACTS NOT ONLY DID THE PLAINTIFFS DEMONSTRATE THAT IRREPARABLE HARM WAS LIKELY TO
OCCUR THEY DEMONSTRATED THAT IRREPARABLE HARM HAD ALREADY OCCURRED
 -ONSANTO  3 #T AT n EMPHASIS ADDED	
4HE
DISTRICT COURT FOUND THAT CONVENTIONAL ALFALFA FIELDS WERE CROSSCONTAMINATED WITH
22! DURING THE LIMITED TIME WHEN -ONSANTO HAD SPECIFIC REGULATIONS IN PLACE FOR
 )D AT  EMPHASIS ADDED	 4HIS STATEMENT IS CONTRARY TO THE ARGUMENT THE #OURT MADE IN ITS
DISCUSSION OF THE RESPONDENTS ABILITY TO MEET THE INJURY PRONG FOR STANDING 3EE SUPRA NOTE 
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 -ONSANTO  3 #T AT  3TEVENS * DISSENTING	 QUOTING  */(. ./24/. 0/-%2/9 ! 42%!4)3%
/. %15)49 *52)3025$%.#% !.$ %15)4!",% 2%-%$)%3 e  AT  D ED 		
 3EE ID AT  MAJORITY OPINION	 h.OTWITHSTANDING THE LOWER COURTS APPARENT RELIANCE ON THE
INCORRECT STANDARD SET OUT IN THE PRE7INTER #IRCUIT PRECEDENTS QUOTED ABOVE RESPONDENTS ARGUE THAT THE LOWER
COURTS IN FACT APPLIED THE TRADITIONAL FOURFACTOR TESTv	
 3EE ID AT  PROVIDING AN EXAMPLE OF A SITUATION WHERE THE #OURT DETERMINED THAT NO INJURY WOULD
RESULT TO THE RESPONDENTS IF 22! WERE DEREGULATED BY !0()3	
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
 .$ #AL -AY 
	
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PLANTING #ONTAMINATION BY 22! IS IRREPARABLE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM BECAUSE
ONCE ORGANIC ALFALFA IS CONTAMINATED WITH THE 22! ENGINEERED GENE WHICH FARMERS
CANNOT REMOVE FROM THEIR CROPS THEY HAVE TO WAIT THREE TO FOUR YEARS TO REPLANT
ORGANIC ALFALFA &URTHERMORE IF FARMERS ALREADY SUFFERED IRREPARABLE HARM DURING
THIS PERIOD OF SUPPOSED ENFORCEMENT BY !0()3 MORE GENE CONTAMINATION AND
IRREPARABLE INJURY WOULD BE JUST AS LIKELY IF !0()3 WERE ALLOWED TO ISSUE A PARTIAL
DEREGULATION ON 22!
(OWEVER THE #OURT IGNORED THESE CLEAR EXAMPLES OF ACTUAL IRREPARABLE HARM AND
PROPOSED THAT THE FARMERS IN THE CASE COULD NOT BE CERTAIN THAT THEY WOULD
EXPERIENCE IRREPARABLE HARM UNTIL !0()3 ACTUALLY UNDERTOOK A SPECIFIC PARTIAL
DEREGULATION PLAN &URTHER AND EVEN MORE TROUBLING THE #OURT RELIES ON A HIGHLY
SPECULATIVE HYPOTHETICAL SITUATION TO SUGGEST THAT UNDER A PARTIAL DEREGULATION OF
22! THE RESPONDENTS MIGHT SUFFER NO INJURY AT ALL FROM GENE TRANSFER 4HIS
HYPOTHETICAL PROPOSES 22! DEREGULATED IN A REMOTE REGION OF THE COUNTRY !S
*USTICE 3TEVENS RETORTED h) DOUBT THAT ;!0()3= WOULD CHOOSE TO DEREGULATE
GENETICALLY MODIFIED ALFALFA IN A PLACE WHERE THE GROWING CONDITIONS AND SALES
NETWORKS FOR THE PRODUCT ARE SO POOR THAT NO FARMER ALREADY PLANTS ITv
4HE FACT THAT THE #OURT HAD TO CREATE A FICTITIOUS SCENARIO IN ORDER TO CLAIM
FARMERS WOULD NOT SUFFER IRREPARABLE HARM IS EVIDENCE THAT THE #OURTS HEIGHTENED
STANDARD FOR IRREPARABLE HARM DISFAVORS ISSUING PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS FOR .%0!
VIOLATIONS -OREOVER CREATING HYPOTHESES DISCOUNTS THE DISTRICT COURTS FUNCTION AS
FACTFINDER )F REVIEWING COURTS ARE ALLOWED TO FAVOR THEIR OWN SCENARIOS OVER
ACTUAL FACTUAL FINDINGS THEN ENVIRONMENTAL PLAINTIFFS MAY STRUGGLE TO SATISFY THE
IRREPARABLE HARM PRONG OF THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS  &D   TH #IR 	
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS V *OHANNS .O #  #2"  7,  AT 
 .$ #AL &EB 
	
 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS  &D AT 
 -ONSANTO  3 #T AT 
 )D AT 
;!= PARTIAL DEREGULATION NEED NOT CAUSE RESPONDENTS ANY INJURY AT ALL MUCH LESS IRREPARABLE
INJURY IF THE SCOPE OF THE PARTIAL DEREGULATION IS SUFFICIENTLY LIMITED THE RISK OF GENE FLOW TO THEIR
CROPS COULD BE VIRTUALLY NONEXISTENT &OR EXAMPLE SUPPOSE THAT !0()3 DEREGULATES 22! ONLY IN
A REMOTE PART OF THE COUNTRY IN WHICH RESPONDENTS NEITHER GROW NOR INTEND TO GROW NON
GENETICALLYENGINEERED ALFALFA AND IN WHICH NO CONVENTIONAL ALFALFA FARMS ARE CURRENTLY LOCATED
3UPPOSE FURTHER THAT !0()3 ISSUES AN ACCOMPANYING ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER MANDATING ISOLATION
DISTANCES SO GREAT AS TO ELIMINATE ANY APPRECIABLE RISK OF GENE FLOW TO THE CROPS OF CONVENTIONAL
FARMERS WHO MIGHT SOMEDAY CHOOSE TO PLANT IN THE SURROUNDING AREA
)D
 )D
 )D AT  N 3TEVENS * DISSENTING	
 3EE ID AT  h;)=T BEARS MENTION THAT THE $ISTRICT #OURTS EXPERIENCE WITH THE CASE MAY HAVE GIVEN IT
GROUNDS FOR SKEPTICISM ABOUT THE REPRESENTATIONS MADE BY !0()3 AND PETITIONERSv	
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V. Conclusion 
)N -ONSANTO #O V 'EERTSON 3EED &ARMS THE 3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES
HELD THAT THE DISTRICT COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION BY ENJOINING PARTIAL DEREGULATION
AND MOST FUTURE PLANTING OF 22! WHILE !0()3 PREPARED AN %)3 PURSUANT TO
.%0! )N ITS HOLDING THE #OURT DISREGARDED PRECEDENT AND ADOPTED THE STANDARD
FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST FOR THE ISSUANCE OF PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS FOR .%0!
VIOLATIONS )N DOING SO THE #OURT FAILED TO WEIGH THE PRECAUTIONARY GOALS OF .%0!
AND CONSIDER THE IRREPARABLE NATURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL INJURIES &URTHERMORE THE
#OURTS OWN APPLICATION OF THE FOURFACTOR BALANCING TEST TO THE FACTS DEMONSTRATED
THE DIFFICULTY IN MEETING THE NEW THRESHOLD LEVEL FOR IRREPARABLE HARM "Y RAISING
THE THRESHOLD FOR IRREPARABLE HARM AND LIMITING DISTRICT COURTS DISCRETION TO GRANT
PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS ENVIRONMENTAL PLAINTIFFS MAY BE FORCED TO EXPERIENCE ACTUAL
IRREPARABLE HARM AS A RESULT OF A .%0! VIOLATION
 )D AT n MAJORITY OPINION	
 )D AT 
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